A Contractual Approach To Social Media Governance
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The heated scholarly debate in recent years around social media governance has been dominated by a clear public law bias and has yielded a substantively incomplete analysis of the issues at hand. Captured by public law analogies that depict platforms as governors who perform legislative, administrative, and adjudicatory functions, scholars and policymakers have repeatedly turned to public law norms as the hook on which they hang proposed governance solutions. As a practical strategy, they either called to impose public law norms by way of regulatory intervention or, conversely, called on platforms to adopt them voluntarily. This approach to social media governance, however, has met with limited success, stymied by political deadlocks, constitutional constraints, and platforms’ commercial preferences. At the same time, private law has been broadly overlooked as a potentially superior source of governance norms for social media, while the potential role the judiciary could play in generating these norms has been seriously discounted or even ignored altogether.

This Article tackles this blind spot in the current scholarship and thinking, offering a novel, comprehensive contractual approach to social media governance. Applying relational contract theory to social media contracting, it lays out the normative underpinnings for subjecting platforms to contractual duties of fairness and diligence, from which governance norms can and should be derived. A doctrinal analysis is also provided to equip courts and litigators with the practical tools for holding platforms liable when such contractual duties are breached.
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Finally, to mitigate concerns about judicial over-encroachment on platforms’ decision-making, the Article offers a pragmatic remedial approach that prefers equitable remedies to damages and adopts a deferential standard of review—a “platform judgment rule”—that would insulate platforms from judicial scrutiny so long as they uphold their “best-efforts” commitments to conduct informed, unbiased content-moderation in good faith and to refrain from grossly misusing personal data.
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INTRODUCTION

Social media’s impact on individual rights and well-being, social stability, and democratic resilience has bred heated scholarly debate and a hodgepodge of regulatory regimes. Attempting to find ways to ameliorate the often harsh results of this impact, scholars and policymakers have been struggling to design governance regimes for social media that will, on the one hand, hold platforms accountable for the harms they generate and, on the other hand, avoid burdening them with crippling regulation that could stifle innovation and inhibit public debate. The vast majority of the scholarship in the field has adopted a public law approach, using public law language to analyze relevant questions, public law norms as the guiding compass toward reform, and public law tools for legal intervention.1

Captured in this public law bias, the scholarship has devoted far too little attention to private law, generally, and contract law, specifically, as potential sources of legal norms for social media governance. It has consequently yielded an incomplete analysis, that fails to address all relevant aspects of the issues at hand and overlooks potentially available legal tools for effecting improved governance norms. Furthermore, the lack of private law-based analyses in the literature has left courts substantially unequipped for adjudicating social media-related disputes and providing redress for ensuing harms.

Addressing this blind spot, this Article proposes a novel contractual approach to social media governance and adjudication. It seeks to show how better employment of the various resources of contract law in the context of social media could increase platforms’ accountability, without resorting to regulatory oversight over their decision-making; bolster the protection of individual and group rights, while accommodating platforms’ legitimate pursuit of profit; and, more broadly, bring greater alignment between the interests of platforms and users, as well as the interests of the public at large. For this purpose, the Article first sets out to dispel prevalent actors); Mark Buntig, From Editorial Obligation to Procedural Accountability: Policy Approaches to Online Content in the Era of Information Intermediaries, 3 J. CYBER POL’Y 165 (2018) (suggesting to avoid imposing editorial obligations on intermediaries and instead adopt a procedural accountability approach and craft principles of good intermediary governance); Rory Van Loo, Federal Rules of Platform Procedure, 88 U. CHI. L. REV. 829 (suggesting legislating mandated procedural requirements for platforms’ dispute resolution systems, which would be accompanied by administrative oversight); Hannah Bloch-Wehba, Global Platform Governance: Private Power in the Shadow of the State, 72 SMU L. REV. 27, 28 (2019) (stressing that platforms act as rulemaking and adjudicatory bodies and should implement “basic principles of administrative law – transparency, participation, reason-giving, and review”); Evelyn Douek, Content Moderation as Systems Thinking, 136 HARV. L. REV. 526 (2022) (setting out an elaborate framework for regulatory reform focused on platforms’ structural and procedural mechanisms of content moderation, thereby increasing accountability through “a structured and ongoing oversight regime”); Jack M. Balkin, Fixing Social Media’s Grand Bargain (Aegis Series Paper No. 1814, 2018) (advocating for reform that changes platforms’ business model, either through antitrust and competition law or by imposing fiduciary duties, a seemingly different approach that will be discussed below).

2. See, e.g., Niva Elkin-Koren, Giovanni De Gregorio & Maayan Perel, Social Media as Contractual Networks: A Bottom up Check on Content Moderation, 107 IOWA L. REV. 987, 994-95 (2022) (making a similar argument specifically with respect to contract law).
misunderstandings regarding the nature of the contractual relationship between platforms and their users, which is often far too narrowly construed. In contrast to commonly held views, this relationship cannot be understood based solely on Terms of Service agreements, and platforms’ services should not be construed as provided free-of-charge. Rather, social media contracting establishes a complex ongoing barter, that is profoundly distinct from typical consumer transactions. This barter, in which platforms’ services are traded for users’ non-fungible data and attention, is inevitably premised on platforms’ best-efforts commitments, whereby norms and expectations are created and continuously adjusted in a myriad of forms and can never be fully reduced into text.

Based on the suggested contractual analysis, the Article then turns to offer a novel consideration of the prevailing judicial approach to platform immunity with respect to content moderation, as it pertains to contractual causes of action, and argues that courts have erroneously granted platforms overly sweeping protection in this regard. This assertion applies to the judicial application of both contractual immunity, articulated in limits on liability clauses in platforms’ Terms of Service agreements, as well as statutory immunity under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996. Contractual causes of action, it is argued, should not be categorically barred. Rather, courts should extend immunity only to good-faith efforts undertaken by platforms to uphold their commitments with respect to content moderation, so as to avoid imposing strict contractual liability. Arbitrary, self-serving moderation choices that violate platforms’ contractual obligations should not be protected, and platforms should not have a right to make fraudulent misrepresentations about the services they sell. Not only does this discussion significantly contribute to the ongoing debate over platform immunity, it is also most timely given the apparently growing willingness of the Supreme Court to consider, for the first time, the proper scope of Section 230’s statutory immunity.

The suggested contractual analysis of platform-user relationships also exposes the stated divergence of social media contracting from traditional consumer contracts. This divergence, the Article contends, mandates a

4. As indicated by the Supreme Court’s decision to grant certiorari in Gonzalez v. Google LLC, 143 S. Ct. 80 (2022) and Twitter v. Taamneh, Inc., 143 S. Ct. 81 (2022), and by Justice Thomas’ previously expressed unease with Section 230’s emerging jurisprudence. See Malwarebytes v. Enigma Software Grp. USA, 141 S. Ct. 13, 17 (2020) (Thomas, J., respecting the denial of certiorari); infra Part III.
parallel divergence in contract law analysis and application in order for courts to properly adjudicate contractual disputes between users and platforms. In other words, the Article shows that traditional contract law as customarily applied in the consumer-seller context is simply incompatible with the user-platform contractual relationship. Addressing this discrepancy, the Article comprehensively employs relational contract theory to identify emerging contractual norms between users and platforms and derive applicable legal duties. The suggested classification of user-platform relationships as relational contracts of a sort has already received some qualitative empirical support in the past. This Article, however, is the first to offer a robust normative analysis of the applicability of relational contract theory to the social media context. Importantly, it is also the first to attempt bridging the gap between relational contract theory and contract law doctrine in this context, equipping courts and litigators with practical legal tools to address social media harms. By combining relational contract theory with contract law doctrine, the Article invites a thorough reimagining of the contractual duties social media platforms should be held to account for. It calls to subject platforms to duties of fairness and diligence in providing their services and offers the necessary tools to pursue this goal both cautiously and effectively through private law litigation.

The Article proceeds as follows: Part I explores the advantages of a contractual approach in the social media context, seeking to address the lopsidedness of the current prevailing analysis in the legal literature. Then, by examining the Terms of Service (ToS) agreements, community

---


guidelines,7 and data policies8 of three major platforms—Facebook (now operated by Meta), Twitter (now X), and YouTube—alongside other written arrangements and additional materials manifesting platforms’ conduct and perceptions, Part II sets out to clarify several ambiguities regarding the nature of the user-platform relationship that have substantially influenced case law, policymaking, and the legal scholarship in the field.

Part III addresses a crucial preliminary issue: should a contractual cause of action against social media platforms’ content-related decision making be barred by statutory immunity or, alternatively, defeated by platforms’ contractual exculpatory clauses? Through a combined doctrinal and normative analysis, this Part shows why reading into Section 230 robust immunity from contractual causes of action is untenable, as is unnuanced enforcement of exculpatory clauses. Indeed, Section 230 was designed specifically to bar causes of action in torts, not contracts, and it was certainly not legislated to allow platforms to make fraudulent misrepresentations about the services they provide. Furthermore, as argued in this Part, previous judicial interpretation of platforms’ exculpatory clauses has been heavily misguided, inter alia, in its adherence to the illusion that this is a contractual relationship in which platforms’ services are provided for free.

Part IV lays out the theoretical foundation for a contractual approach to social media governance and for identifying contractual norms in social media contracting. The discussion will show that unlike the classic model of arm’s-length consumer-seller transactions, social media contracting presents inherently relational structures and characteristics,9 thereby warranting a different legal response. It is inevitably based on an incomplete and dynamically adaptable arrangement; it is aimed at facilitating long-term cooperation between users and platforms, which is


9. For a robust discussion on relational contract theory and the characteristics of relational contracts, see infra Section IV.A.
premised on interdependency, mutuality, and reciprocal respect for the parties’ competing interests; it adopts an ongoing fair cooperation model, based on bilateral transactions, to create joint exchange surplus; and it inherently generates expectations for the protection of human rights and procedural fairness.

Part V provides a doctrinal analysis, offering practical tools for ensuring platforms’ compliance with contractual norms and obligations through adjudication. It shows that adopting the proposed contractual approach would enable courts to impose fairness and diligence duties on platforms with respect to both their content moderation and data-related practices. These duties would require that in providing their services, platforms engage in a constant balancing of interests—their own self-interests, users' interests, and the public interest—and diligently employ adequate means and methods to achieve the appropriate balance. By applying these duties to content moderation and data-related practices, courts would be able to address some of the problems associated with platforms' business model, and norms such as human rights and procedural fairness could be injected into the relational apparatus and accordingly legally enforced. However, to mitigate the risk of excessive judicial encroachment on platforms’ decision-making, this Part also proposes novel doctrinal tools that could conceivably guarantee platforms sufficient leeway in their decision-making while at the same time allow for judicial review of systemic design choices and for individual error correction in extreme cases. Such doctrines, it is suggested, can be developed through adoption of a deferential standard of review—a "platform judgment rule"—and by preferring equitable remedies to damages absent bad-faith decision-making.

I. THE COMPLEMENTARY ROLES OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LAW IN SOCIAL MEDIA GOVERNANCE

In recent years, a public law approach has largely dominated the legal debate over social media governance. Public law analogies and terminology are customarily deployed to describe social media and to justify the adoption of governance norms rooted in public law's normative theory. As part of this discourse, social media platforms are often described as governors that perform judicial, administrative, or legislative functions, and, accordingly, bodies of law associated with public law (e.g., human rights law, administrative law, constitutional law), are invoked. Such analogies and strategies have provided analytical resources for evaluating the legitimacy of governance regimes and have led scholars and policymakers to propose regulatory frameworks for shaping governance norms that draw heavily on the public law arsenal of potential legal
responses. However, as I explain below, despite the important contributions of this public law approach to understanding the intricacies of social media, its dominance has resulted in an incomplete picture, which omits relevant aspects of the controversy and important existing legal tools for effectuating desirable governance norms. Thus, as I argue below, a robust private law approach must be developed to supplement the public law analysis, and as suggested in this Article, contract law is a suitable body of law to start from.

Indeed, social media is, first and foremost, created by private entities that establish a complex network of relationships through contracts. Thus, as we analogize social media platforms to various state institutions, it is important to remember that platforms are, above all, private corporations that sell a service to private customers in accordance with a contract that allegedly binds both parties. This relational structure has both normative and legal implications that are all too often ignored. As a matter of both fact and policy, platforms’ contractual obligations toward users, from which governance norms can and should be derived, can never be fully described or properly addressed without a contract law analysis of the platform-user relationship.

A. Social Media Governance Through a Public Law Lens

This Section will present the public law bias that characterizes recent mainstream legal scholarship on social media governance. In a recurring process, this scholarship offers to replace one public law analogy with another, hoping to provide more accurate depictions of social media and more nuanced suggestions for public-law-based legal regimes to regulate its activity. This scholarly approach is certainly fundamental for understanding the field and, as explained below, has provided invaluable insights about social media’s modus operandi and on public perceptions regarding its legitimacy. However, such findings and insights should also inform a parallel private law analysis. A private law approach can better address horizontally developing norms governing interpersonal relationships and provide a different toolset that would enable the mobilization of the judicial system for regulating these norms through private action. Such an approach would, therefore, be capable of addressing harms social media generates in novel ways.

10. See Hanoch Dagan & Avihay Dorfman, Just Relationships, 116 COLUM. L. REV. 1395, 1398 (2016) (characterizing private law as “the law of our horizontal relationships,” such that “its roles cannot be properly performed by any other legal field”).
Undoubtedly, one of the most influential public law analogies offered by legal scholars in this context is Kate Klonick’s depiction of social media platforms as “New Governors.”11 From this perspective, platforms should be understood and imagined as engaged in governance,12 and content moderators as acting “in a capacity very similar to that of a judge.”13 This governance analogy, Klonick suggests, should supplant earlier public law analogies proposed for describing platforms’ activity, which, she contends, are inappropriate: namely, the First Amendment categories of state actors, editors, and broadcasters.14 Perhaps to temper her analogy, Klonick also stresses that the New Governors’ motivation to “govern well” differs from that of traditional governors: the former is rooted primarily in economic incentives15 that constantly push platforms to abide by users’ expectations and norms,16 so as to foster their trust and increase their engagement.17 Only by understanding platforms as governors, Klonick asserts, can we design an appropriate regulatory regime. As she argues in this respect, platforms’ underlying motivations render self-regulation and non-


12. Id. at 1602 (“Platforms have developed a system that has marked similarities to legal or governance systems. This includes the creation of a detailed list of rules, trained human decision-making to apply those rules, and reliance on a system of external influence to update and amend those rules.”).

13. Id. at 1642. See also Rory Van Loo, The Corporation as Courthouse, 33 Yale J. on Regul. 547, 554 (2016) (stressing the growing phenomenon of corporations “assuming roles associated with courthouses. They design procedures and shape the de facto substantive rules governing the vast majority of consumer disputes. In many instances they adjudicate these disputes as third parties.”).

14. Klonick, supra note 11, at 1662 (“[N]one of these analogies to private moderation of the public right of speech seem to precisely meet the descriptive nature of what online platforms are, or the normative results of what we want them to be.”).

15. See, e.g., id. at 1627 (“[T]he primary reason companies take down obscene and violent material is the threat that allowing such material poses to potential profits based in advertising revenue.”).

16. Id. at 1664 (“[P]latforms are economically responsive to the expectations and norms of their users.”).

17. Id. at 1627 (“Take down too much content and you lose not only the opportunity for interaction, but also the potential trust of users. Likewise, keeping up all content on a site risks making users uncomfortable and losing page views and revenue.”).
intervention the preferred policy approach, with intervention desirable in exceptional cases, such as where “equal access” or “democratic accountability” are lacking.\textsuperscript{18}

Klonick’s governors metaphor greatly influenced the legal and political discourse on online speech regulation,\textsuperscript{19} and understandably, notable scholarship, like the “digital constitutionalism” literature,\textsuperscript{20} sought to extend it further. For instance, as Nicolas Suzor explains, if platforms are, indeed, governors, then the legitimacy of their decision-making should be evaluated through the lens of rule of law values like “[m]eaningful consent, equality and predictability, and due process.”\textsuperscript{21} This rule of law perspective, originating in public law, supplies, according to Suzor, the necessary terminology for addressing concerns about “the relationship between platforms and their users”\textsuperscript{22} and for informing the necessary “political discussion” about platforms’ responsibility to “protect the rights of users and how these responsibilities might be enforced.”\textsuperscript{23}

Another public law analogy, offering additional layers to the comparison between platforms and states, is that of “platform law.” This term was originally coined by David Kaye, UN Special Rapporteur for the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, who has dedicated significant amounts of his work to the introduction of human rights principles to social media governance. In Kaye’s framework, the term “platform law” was used to generally describe platforms’ opaque decision-making, policies, and practices with respect to content moderation, making them, according to Kaye, “enigmatic

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} See Douek, supra note 1, at 528-29 (arguing that in the “stylized picture” of content moderation which “forms the basis for most regulatory and academic discussion of online speech governance” and “has significant implications for how regulation of online speech is designed” platforms are described “as ‘New Governors,’ constructing governance systems similar to the offline justice system.”).
\item \textsuperscript{20} Id. at 5.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Id. at 9.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Id.
\end{itemize}

532
regulators. Later, Molly Land offered a more detailed articulation of platform law, seeking to capture the multiplicity of norm-generating arrangements in platform-user relationships, through which social media governance is facilitated. These arrangements, she stresses, include not only Terms of Service agreements, but also “a range of substantive and procedural rules about user activity and remedies.” They are composed of “the formal and informal rules” generated by platforms to “govern the rights and liabilities of their users.”

In Land’s conception of “platform law,” the different norms which govern platform-user relationships are clustered into what can arguably be described as bodies of law, such as the platforms’ “contract law,” “procedural law,” etc. Then, again adopting a human rights perspective, Land urges platforms to afford users “greater choice over the norms by which they want to be governed.”

The depiction of social media platforms as all-powerful state-like “regulators,” who are engaged in “law-making” and “law-enforcement,” and the continuous search for legal and analytical tools for scrutinizing their decision-making, have led many—much like Kaye and Land—to enlist international human rights law (IHRL), as opposed to contract law for

---

24. Rep. of the Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, ¶ 1, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/38/35 (Apr. 6, 2018) (“Despite taking steps to illuminate their rules and government interactions, the companies remain enigmatic regulators, establishing a kind of ‘platform law’ in which clarity, consistency, accountability and remedy are elusive.”).


26. Id. at 978-79.

27. Id. at 980-85 (organizing "platform law" into four categories: (1) “contract law,” which is the platform’s terms of service; (2) “substantive law,” which is the platform’s moderation policies; (3) “procedural law,” which is the platform’s processes controlling content-related decision-making; and (4) “technical law,” which is the platform’s technical and design choices that influence user behavior).

example, to the struggle over social media governance. Under this approach, the IHRL version of the right to freedom of expression (as enshrined in Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and in accordance with the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights) was mobilized to provide a workable normative and doctrinal framework, under which “any restriction of an individual’s right to freedom of expression must satisfy the tripartite test of legality, legitimacy, and necessity.”

As Brenda Dvoskin thoroughly describes in this respect, “[a] large consensus among companies, scholars, and advocates has emerged” around making human rights law the touchstone of online speech governance. This approach has thus not only gained significant traction in scholarship, it was also explicitly adopted by dominant platforms, effectively influencing their moderation policies. Human rights law accordingly became both a practical standard for moderation-related decision-making, and a shibboleth for governance

29. As will become clearer in infra Part II, from a contract law perspective, Land’s analysis is based on a reductive account of the term “contract,” which she describes as the platform’s terms of use, where actually all governing rules and norms should be deemed “contractual.”


32. Sander, supra note 1, at 970. See also Kaye, supra note 24, at 15 (“Companies should incorporate directly into their terms of service and ‘community standards’ relevant principles of human rights law that ensure content-related actions will be guided by the same standards of legality, necessity and legitimacy that bind State regulation of expression.”).

33. Dvoskin, supra note 31, at 88.

34. See, e.g., DAVID KAYE, SPEECH POLICE: THE GLOBAL STRUGGLE TO GOVERN THE INTERNET (2018); HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE AGE OF PLATFORMS (Rikke Frank Jørgensen ed., 2019); Sander, supra note 1.

35. See infra Section IV.B.5.
norms’ legitimacy, illustrating the powerful influence of public law reasoning on the field. But while the human rights approach is adept at handling individual cases, it seems to have its limitations when addressing the broader and more systemic issues relating to content moderation. Indeed in many respects, the human rights approach rests on what Evelyn Douek recently described as the "stylized picture of content moderation." This picture, according to Douek, depicts content moderation "as a process in which social media platforms write a set of legislative-style substantive rules and apply them in individual cases... similar to the offline justice system." However, she argues, this depiction is "misleading and incomplete" since "many of the most important decisions" actually happen "upstream... before any individual content moderation case even arises." The diversity, pace, scale, and growing complexity of platforms’ governance mechanisms, argues Douek, make an individual rights-based public law analogy inappropriate, and it should therefore be rejected in favor of an improved one: content moderation as a system of "mass administration" which is in many respects analogous to "administrative agencies." Douek’s suggested approach to content moderation thus seeks to focus on "ex ante institutional design choices," and to hopefully better address complex governance questions for which an individual rights-based approach is unsuitable. More practically, Douek proposes regulatory intervention that draws on “principles and practices of administrative law,” which are particularly suited “to bring oversight and accountability to massive unelected bureaucracies that determine rights and interests at scale within complex systems.”

But whether public law-based proposals overly focus on individual rights, or rather, sufficiently include an institutional-aggregatory

36. See Douek, supra note 1, at 528.
37. Id. at 529.
38. Id. at 528.
39. Id. at 530.
40. Id. at 532.
41. Id. at 587 (stressing that “[l]ike administrative agencies, platforms play multiple roles all at the same time – businesses, rule-writers and rule-enforcers” and for this reason, platforms should be required to undergo structural reform to impose a separation of functions, similar to administrative agencies).
42. Id. at 532.
43. Id. In this respect, see also, for example, Bloch-Wehba, supra note 1.
dimension, all share one similar blind spot: they assume away interpersonal norms of private relationships, alongside the law governing them (i.e., private law).

B. The Need for Private Law

Private law’s focus on interpersonal relational norms, its different institutional manifestation, and its distinct moral underpinnings, often make it more suitable—compared to public law—for addressing many of the questions concerning social media governance and harms. Leveraging the resources of private law to formulate effective strategies in this domain can yield significant consequences, offering both normative guidance and practical benefits. To be clear, this Section does not attempt to resolve the eternal dispute over the “true” distinction between private and public law. Nor does it provide an exhaustive examination of private and public law’s comparative advantages within the context of social media. Instead, it draws attention to three particular aspects of the discussion around social media governance which emphasize the imperative need for a complementary private law analysis.

First, from a juridical perspective, the current debate around social media governance seems to have resulted in a certain irony: on the one hand, legal scholars deploy various analogies to devise strategies for protecting users’ expectations and concur that platforms and users are private entities bound by a contract; yet on the other hand, contract law is hardly ever considered as a tool for achieving one of its most fundamental purposes—protecting the expectations of parties engaged in voluntary private interactions. This result is perhaps not surprising when looking at how legal concepts such as “contract,” and more generally, “contract law,” are often depicted in leading scholarship—either narrowly construed,

44. Such an inquiry would be unnecessary for the purposes of this Article. Accordingly—and strictly for the sake of simplicity—a “private law” approach would be used here to refer collectively to approaches which are based on the doctrines and normative underpinnings of bodies of law commonly associated with “private law,” such as torts, contracts, and the like, and that generally seek remedial response through adjudication.

45. See, e.g., Douek, supra note 1, at 604 (explaining that “[h]olding companies to their speech rules is an important first step” for regulatory reform, “just as holding companies to their privacy policies was” given the “general agreement that the apparent mismatch between companies’ content moderation policies on paper and their ability or willingness to enforce those policies fairly (or at all) is problematic”).
reduced to platforms’ Terms of Service agreements, or else ignored altogether. However, as this Article hopes to show, this perception of platform-user contractual relationships and of contract law’s doctrinal and theoretical reach is a far cry from their real characters.  

Second, from an institutional perspective, proposed tools for influencing social media governance tend to include either suggestions for imposing norms through regulatory or legislative action or, conversely, calls for the voluntary adoption of governance norms by platforms. Thus, in line with typical public law deliberation, the institutional inquiry predominantly assumes a bipolar structure, examining direct regulatory measures on the one hand, and self-regulation on the other, given constitutional limitations to the state’s police power. This approach accordingly often discounts, and occasionally completely ignores, the potential role courts may play in shaping governance norms through private law adjudication, without offering thorough analysis to support this position. The institutional opportunities private law litigation may present thus remain generally underexplored.

Third, from a moral perspective, the value of commitment or promise in interpersonal relationships is also often disregarded, and the legitimacy of platforms’ conduct is repeatedly measured against public law perceptions of worthy rulemaking. This public law-rooted moral approach has real-life implications, as evidenced for example in Klonick’s empirical findings regarding the motivations behind platforms’ decision-making. “[T]he primary reason companies take down obscene and violent material,”

46. See, for example, Suzor, supra note 20, at 5, where he evaluates platforms’ adherence to “rule of law” standards by analyzing Terms of Service agreements, under an explicit but questionable assumption that they alone reflect legally binding norms from a contract law perspective. Meanwhile, other documents, like community guidelines, internal guidelines, and “training sets of machine learning algorithms” are ignored, even though they “might be said to more accurately represent the actual rules as routinely enforced.” Land’s conception of contract law is also limited to Terms of Service agreements. See supra note 27.

47. See also Elkin-Koren et al, supra note 2 (stressing that contractual norms are derived from multiple documents, extending beyond Terms of Service agreements, alongside non-written norms derived from the contractual network structure of social media).

48. See generally Seana Valentine Shiffrin, The Divergence Between Contract and Promise, 120 HARV. L. REV. 708, 712 (2007) (examining the relationship between contract law and the moral value of promise and stressing that “law must be made compatible with the conditions for moral agency to flourish”).
she found, “is the threat that allowing such material poses to potential profits based in advertising revenue.” Two additional motivations, Klonick identified, are platforms’ commitment to American free speech norms and perception of corporate responsibility. Missing from Klonick’s description, however, is the influence of moral disdain for a different archetype of platforms’ failures, which has nothing to do with the “appropriateness” of content, free speech, or corporate responsibility: platforms’ failure to simply keep their word.

Focusing the moral reproach on platforms’ breach of a promise, rather than on the failure of for-profit companies to be “good” public agents or “serve” democracy and free speech, makes a difference. As Klonick showed, the moral framework through which platforms’ behavior is evaluated directly influences their actions, one reason being that moral reproach is a good cause for reputational backlash—a genuine concern for any for-profit company, including social media platforms. Moreover, the case for criticizing platforms for misleading users is arguably less controversial, and thus can be more effective: it is less paternalistic and more respectful of the platforms’ own liberties; and it is more attuned to the economic reality of private corporations that legitimately, we typically hold, prioritize profit maximization in doing their business over pursuing general conceptions of the public good. Contract law’s distinct moral underpinnings thus enjoy a practical advantage: moral criticism for a failure to keep a promise, as opposed to a failure to serve the public good, is almost always more justifiably translated into legal measures of redress.

Several scholars have indeed proposed private law tools and approaches to tackle issues related to social media harms, and accordingly sought to realize some of their stated advantages. Nevertheless, these

49. See Klonick, supra note 11, at 1627.
50. See id. at 18–27.
51. That is true because the legitimacy of offering recourse for misfeasance (e.g., a platform’s failure to uphold its undertaking to takedown pornographic content) is well-established, whereas holding private parties accountable for the non-feasance of affirmative duties to accommodate the interests of others is the exception rather than the rule.
52. See, e.g., Yotam Kaplan & Ayelet Gordon-Tapiero, Unjust Enrichment by Algorithm, GEO. WASH. L. REV. (forthcoming 2024) (proposing using the law of unjust enrichment to address the misuse of personal information); Evelyn Atkinson, Telegraph Torts: The Lost Lineage of the Public Service Corporation, 121 Mich. L. Rev. 1365, 1409-14 (2023) (raising the possibility of using common carriage torts for addressing social media); Elkin-Koren et al, supra
contributions remain relatively modest in scope and influence when compared to the extensive body of public law scholarship in this field.\textsuperscript{53} This general disregard for the private-horizontal dimension of social media governance and the potential influence of private law on its unfolding norms is both unjustified descriptively\textsuperscript{54} and questionable normatively. In the face of ever-increasing public law abstractions, a comprehensive private law approach can offer more concrete grounds for conceptualizing governance norms for social media. Thus, instead of—or rather, in addition to—imagining social media platforms as state-like governors engaged in mass administration, adjudication, and legislation of platform “law,” that are subject to rule of law principles and international human rights, I propose conceiving of platforms as private corporations performing contractual obligations, that are subject to the edicts of contract law. This imaginative reconstruction, which might be considered radical in the current legal and scholarly environment, could be highly consequential, as further explored below.\textsuperscript{55}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{53} One notable exception, as further explained below, is Jack Balkin’s and Jonathan Zittrain’s work on information fiduciaries, calling to subject platforms to a fiduciary duty of loyalty with respect to their use of personal data. See infra note 145. This approach gained significant traction. However, it predominantly relies on regulatory intervention rather than evolving organically from fiduciary law through judicial development. This reliance on regulation is justified, I believe, given a substantial departure of the information fiduciary’s concept of loyalty from conventional understandings of fiduciary obligations. See infra notes 387-389 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{54} See, e.g., Hoffman, supra note 5 (providing empirical evidence showing that social media platforms \textit{de facto} see their contracts as a source of legitimacy to moderation practices, and use them both to embody trust between firm and user, and as legal defense in actions against them); \textit{see also} Brenda Dvoskin, \textit{Representation without Elections: Civil Society Participation as a Remedy for the Democratic Deficits of Online Speech Governance}, 67 VILL. L. REV. 447, 499-502 (2022) (showing how existing legal frameworks, including private law, in fact influence the deliberation around speech governance and embolden certain strategies).

\textsuperscript{55} \textit{See infra} Part V.
\end{flushleft}
II. Social Media Contracting

The contractual relationship between social media platforms and their users cannot be understood based solely on Terms of Service (ToS) agreements. The classic model of consumer transactions is constructed on unilateral provision of goods or services in return for monetary remuneration, often based on boilerplate contracts that articulate most of the rules and norms governing the relationship. Social media contracting, however, diverges significantly from this model of transaction. The systematic analysis of the contractual arrangement governing platform-user relationships presented below will show that social media contracting establishes an ongoing barter, whereby norms and expectations are created and continuously adjusted in a myriad of forms and can never be fully reduced into text.

The analysis below begins with a brief outline of the sources of contractual norms and obligations in social media and their complex and dynamic interplay. It then proceeds to examine the structure of the contractual relationship and its three constitutive elements—the promised benefit, the standard of liability, and the contractual consideration—to respond to three respective questions: What service do platforms commit to provide? What would constitute a breach of that commitment? And what do users commit to pay in return for the service offered by the platforms?

A. The Sources of Contractual Norms in Social Media Relationships

To become a user on a social media platform, one must first consent to the platform’s Terms of Service.\(^{56}\) However, ToS agreements, structured as boilerplate, or standard-form contracts, do not present the entire contractual arrangement and are supplemented by an array of norm-generating mechanisms. ToS agreements, as Tarleton Gillespie explains, “spell[] out the terms under which users and platform interact, the obligations users must accept as a condition of their participation, and the proper means of resolving a dispute should one arise.”\(^{57}\) They address “not just appropriate content and behavior but also liability, intellectual property, arbitration, and other disclaimers.”\(^{58}\) These agreements

---

56. See supra note 6.
58. Id.
incorporate a variety of supplementary documents that elaborate on the parties’ rights and obligations. Such documents include the platform’s data policy and community guidelines, which are “written communications used to convey platforms’ moderation policies in an elaborative manner” and their “expectations of what is appropriate and what is not.” They also typically include additional written arrangements that purport to govern other functionalities of the platform. Together, all these written arrangements form a substantial body of rights and obligations pertaining to the interacting parties. They are all parts of the contractual relationship and operate in concert to generate and convey contractual commitments.

Community guidelines, data policies, and other documents provided by the platform elaborate on the contents of contractual norms and obligations, while the ToS agreement simply defines those contents as obligatory. These documents, however, do not, and cannot, articulate the full array of

59. See supra note 8.
60. See supra note 7.
61. See Gillespie, supra note 57, at 46.
62. Facebook, for example, provides an array of written agreements: “Advertising Policies,” which “specify what types of ad content are allowed by partners who advertise across the Facebook Products”; “Commercial Terms” that apply to users if they “also access or use” certain Facebook functionalities “for any commercial or business purpose, including advertising, operating an app on our platform, using our measurement services, managing a group or a Page for a business, or selling goods or services”; and “Music Guidelines,” which “outline the policies that apply if you post or share content containing music on Facebook.” See Terms of Service, Facebook, supra note 6 (incorporating these documents using hyperlinks).
63. See, e.g., James Grimmelmann, The Virtues of Moderation, 17 Yale J.L. & Tech. 42, 61 (2015) (“Moderation’s biggest challenge and most important mission is to create strong shared norms among participants.”).
64. As further explained below, social media contracting is a special variant of consumer contracts. Given its unique characteristics, many expectations concerning platforms’ services cannot be premised on specific “rules” and well-defined obligations, meticulously conveyed in text. Rather, they are derived from open-textured standards and values, alongside contractual norms of fairness, responsibility, reciprocity, and cooperation, which platforms repeatedly undertake to uphold. See infra Part IV.
65. Whether an available remedy exists is a different question. The availability or unavailability of certain remedies does not necessarily preclude the validity of expectations regarding the content of the obligation itself. For further discussion, see infra notes 116-118 and accompanying text.
contractual norms and obligations that govern platform-user relationships, particularly due to the innate indefiniteness of the service involved. The parties' correlative rights and duties are thus often dynamically conveyed in a variety of other means and mechanisms, during the course of performance, encompassing multiple forms of written and conduct-based communication. They are embedded in the platform as part of its code; mentioned in internal policy guidelines; expressed through internal moderation procedures followed by platforms; conveyed in public announcements, or official news releases with explicit declarations on updated policies; and even posted on the platform by its CEO.

66. See infra Sections II.B.1-2.
67. See Land, supra note 25, at 980 (referring to this aspect of moderation policies as the “common law” of the platform: “Substantive law includes both ‘legislation’ (such as community standards or rules) and ‘common law’ (the communications and practices of companies that elaborate and interpret those standards or rules”).
68. See, e.g., Buning, supra note 1, at 172 (noting that the rules governing and shaping the use of platforms “can be explicit, and documented in community standards, moderation guidelines, terms of use, commercial contracts and policies,” but “are also implicit in code – in the algorithms that determine how content is organized and presented to users, in the interfaces that promote content to users, and in automated content detection and removal tools”); see also Sander, supra note 1, at 946 (explanatory parenthetical).
69. See, e.g., Klonick, supra note 11, at 1639 (explaining that content moderation policies are often articulated in unpublished internal guidelines, which “change much more frequently than the public Terms of Service or Community Standards”).
70. See, e.g., Land, supra note 25, at 984-85 (explaining how platforms create “procedural law” for making content-moderation-related decisions, often relying on users or third parties, and materially affecting the operation of the system); see also Douek, supra note 1, at 531-32 (arguing that understanding content moderation requires looking at the “institutional context and interrelationships” between content moderation practices, and focusing on “procedure not substance”).
71. See, e.g., infra notes 274-276 and accompanying text.
72. See, e.g., Elon Musk (@elonmusk), X (Nov. 17, 2023, 5:43 PM), https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1725645884409401435?s=20 [https://perma.cc/R85L-333C] (addressing specific examples of expressions viewed as “imply[ing] genocide” and announcing they are “against [X’s] terms of service and will result in suspension”).
Accordingly, while the ToS and associated documents provide a foundational contractual framework, the true essence of the platform-user relationship extends beyond these written agreements. In practice, platforms’ design and policy choices directly impact users’ rights and obligations and, consequently, inevitably affect their expectations about the functionality of the platform just as much as explicit rules do. To illustrate, imagine if Twitter (now X) were to adopt a new internal moderation rule that instructs human moderators to remove any pro-choice content, with no right of appeal for users, and to update its algorithm to filter such content without notice. Such a rule would directly impede users’ rights of use on the platform, irrespective of whether the change was communicated explicitly in a written document stating, say, “Pro-choice content is not allowed.” Algorithmically empowered downranking, or “shadowbanning,” which

73. In particular, given the indefinite and discretionary nature of many of platforms’ obligations, they are often imbued with specific meaning only in the course of performance, in a highly contextual manner. Furthermore, platforms must retain leeway to enforce—as well as to modify—their policies. Explicit terms, therefore, simply cannot comprehensively articulate platforms’ commitments ex-ante. This contractual structure is inevitable, as explored in Section II.B infra. However, it does not render social media contracting unsuitable for legal enforcement. Contract law offers multiple doctrines for enforcing discretionary terms and managing dynamic contractual modification. See infra Section V; see also Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 34 (1981) (stating that discretionary terms are permitted when reasonably certain, and stressing that “[i]f the agreement is otherwise sufficiently definite to be a contract, it is not made invalid by the fact that it leaves particulars of performance to be specified by one of the parties”); id. § 89 (permitting modifications of ongoing contracts, subject to the modification being fair and equitable). For further discussion on modification and discretionary terms in standard-form consumer contracts, see infra notes 221, 293, and 348 and accompanying text.


covertly makes posts invisible to other users, produces a similar outcome. These examples illustrate that contractual obligations and users’ expectations are created and adjusted regardless of the form in which moderation policies are conveyed. The contractual analysis of platform-user relationships must, therefore, take into account both the plurality of instruments used by platforms to create and adjust contractual expectations, as well as their ensuing substance. Thus, regardless of whether we relate to the multiplicity of norms governing platform-user relationships as “platform law” or simply “contract,” users base their expectations on a multitude of written arrangements and, to a large extent, on platforms’ conduct. To provide a comprehensive and substantive account of social media contracting, therefore, a contractual analysis of the parties’ relationship must give due consideration to such terms, implied or explicit, and to their dynamic nature.

B. The Elements of Social Media Contracting

1. The Service

Scholarly discussions of social media governance rarely consider the relationship between the adopted governance norms and the actual contractual arrangement between the parties. However, to understand the obligations imposed on platforms by the contractual arrangement and how they shape their decision-making, we must first clarify what services platforms contract to provide, for which users are willing to give consideration. The short answer, in many respects, is content moderation. It would thus be wrong to imagine that content moderation policies, practices, and design choices emerge and develop in isolation from the contractual setting: they impact the very essence of the service provided to

---

users, generate users’ consent,\textsuperscript{77} and accordingly shape\textsuperscript{78} and are shaped by contractual norms and expectations. In other words, platforms’ decisions with respect to moderation policies so inherently affect users’ rights because they are, in many respects, the very service bargained for.

The claim that content moderation is the very service social media platforms provide is not novel. Tarleton Gillespie, for example, explained in this respect that content moderation is the activity that truly distinguishes social media platforms from other types of online content carriers.\textsuperscript{80} And accordingly, Gillespie concludes, “moderation is the essence of platforms, it is the commodity they offer.”\textsuperscript{81} From a contractual perspective, however, Gillespie’s statement requires a certain qualification. Social media platforms arguably offer more than content moderation. At a more fundamental level, social media platforms offer “connectivity” or “access” to a network of people who wish to share content with one another. This function, however, as Gillespie rightfully stresses, is also shared by other online connectivity providers, including Internet Service Providers (ISPs), Instant Messaging

\textsuperscript{77} As Douek argues, “every platform must moderate . . . to avoid driving users away” and “to make their products attractive to [their] users.” Douek, supra note 1, at 595, 605. From a contractual perspective, this description suggests that reliance on content moderation generates users’ consent to engage with the platforms’ services.

\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., Gillespie, supra note 57, at 47 (explaining that community guidelines “constitute a gesture: to users, that the platform will honor and protect online speech and at the same time shield them from offense and abuse; to advertisers, that the platform is an environment friendly to their commercial appeals; and to lawmakers, to assure them of the platform’s diligence, such that no further regulation is necessary”).

\textsuperscript{79} Compare Klonick, supra note 11, at 1649 (showing that Facebook, for example, designs its moderation policies “attempting, in large part, to rapidly reflect the norms and expectations of its users”). Klonick views this choice made by Facebook as a voluntary practice, exercised by a legally unburdened Governor, but from a contractual perspective, Facebook’s decision-making should be viewed as an attempt to realize users’ contractual expectations, and, consequently, its contractual obligations.

\textsuperscript{80} See Gillespie, supra note 57, at 207.

\textsuperscript{81} Id. See also Sander supra note 1, at 945 (“[D]espite their diversity, it is . . . content moderation – which constitutes the indispensable and definitional part of what platforms do.”).
services (IMs), email services (e.g., Gmail), and even web hosting services (e.g., Amazon Web Services). Accordingly, it is insufficient to define social media services based on network access or connectivity alone. Simultaneously, the presence or absence of content moderation is also an insufficient criterion. Instead, the nature of the service is determined by the specific interaction it seeks to facilitate between technology, people, and rules. That is, the service is defined 1) by the technologies and design choices it employs to enable the creation and dissemination of content, 2) by who participates in these activities, and 3) by how such participation is regulated. "Content moderation" at face value pertains only to the latter aspect of the definition. But at least in the social media context, given its intensity and scope, content moderation subsumes all other aspects of the service, and gives social media platforms their essential nature.

Content moderation as employed by social media platforms encompasses a long list of actions and methods: Platforms remove, filter, and suspend users and content. They reduce or amplify distribution and

---

82. Instant Messaging services like Discord, WhatsApp, or Slack admittedly share more commonalities with social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, compared to other services, and may serve similar functions in some contexts. However, IM services also exhibit significant distinctions in their purposes and, consequently, in their approaches to content moderation. IM services are generally designed for real-time communication through the efficient transmission of messages in chronological order. Thus, while both IM services and social media platforms may involve content moderation, their core goals regarding user experience result in significantly distinct approaches to content moderation that set them apart. This differentiation, though not always clearly defined, does not rely on rigid categorizations. In essence, IM services may occasionally exhibit social-media-like qualities and should be treated as such when appropriate. The contractual approach to social media presented in this Article underscores the importance of recognizing these distinct purposes and the diverse expectations they generate.

83. Different degrees and methods of "content moderation" are arguably executed by online content dissemination services that do not seem to fall under the category of "social media." Email services, for instance, filter out content they identify as spam in order to prevent the overflooding of their users' mailboxes. IM services may set different content filters (for example, based on age groups), ban users, or remove illegal content. Even ISPs are known to practice content filtering on various grounds or to otherwise intervene in its dissemination.

84. Gillespie, supra note 57, at 207-08.
virality,\textsuperscript{85} shadowban\textsuperscript{86} posts or users, or recommend them to others. They fact-check and flag problematic content. They curate content and create personalized feeds to increase engagement. More generally, social media platforms “actively and dynamically, tune the unexpected participation of users, produce the ‘right’ feed for each user, the ‘right’ social exchanges, the ‘right’ kind of community.”\textsuperscript{87} As correctly defined by James Grimmelmann, content moderation is the “governance mechanisms that structure participation in a community to facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse.”\textsuperscript{88} It follows, then, that the unique nature of social media is not defined by the mere existence of rules that regulate online interaction. Rather, it is defined by the degree to which and the techniques by which social media platforms moderate, as well as the goal such moderation is designed to achieve—forming an online speech “community.”

This analysis sheds light on the correct interpretation of the services social media platforms undertake to provide. Facebook’s ToS agreement, for instance, opens with the following declaration about its products and services: “Meta builds technologies and services that enable people to connect with each other, build communities, and grow businesses.”\textsuperscript{89} Similar declarations are made by Twitter (now X)\textsuperscript{90} and YouTube\textsuperscript{91} in their ToS agreements. Yet while social media certainly “enables” users to “connect,” and despite the seemingly neutral formulation of these statements, this is by no means an impartial service, devoid of value.

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{85} See generally Douguk, supra note 1.
\bibitem{86} See Nicholas, supra note 75.
\bibitem{87} Gillespie, supra note 57, at 202. “Right,” for Gillespie, “may mean ethical, legal, and healthy, but it also means whatever will promote engagement, increase ad revenue, and facilitate data collection.” \textit{Id}.
\bibitem{88} See Grimmelmann, supra note 63, at 47.
\bibitem{89} See Terms of Service, Facebook, supra note 6.
\bibitem{90} See Twitter, our services, and corporate affiliates, Twitter, https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/twitter-services-and-corporate-affiliates [https://perma.cc/M9NZ-C8F6] (stating that the purpose of Twitter’s services is to “give everyone the power to create and share ideas and information instantly, without barriers”). \textit{See also Terms of Service, Twitter, supra} note 6 (linking to this document).
\bibitem{91} See Terms of Service, YouTube, supra note 6 (stating YouTube’s service “allows you to discover, watch and share videos and other content, provides a forum for people to connect, inform, and inspire others across the globe, and acts as a distribution platform for original content creators and advertisers large and small”).
\end{thebibliography}
judgments. On the contrary, value judgments are inevitably made by platforms, at incredible scale and pace. These moderation judgments are embedded within the technology, shape all participation, and are crucial for the community that platforms wish to facilitate to be able to function. As Grimmelmann stressed, “[j]ust as town meetings and debates have moderators who keep the discussion civil and productive, healthy online communities have moderators who facilitate communication.” Indeed, when moderators “do their job right, they create the conditions under which cooperation is possible.”

Thus, what truly distinguishes social media platforms is not merely the existence of content moderation, it is the fact that all aspects of the interaction they facilitate—the content itself, the access to the content, as well as its active dissemination—are heavily moderated in a wholly non-neutral manner for the purpose of community building. Social media platforms do not simply provide content dissemination services. They provide moderated content dissemination services, which are designed to facilitate and incentivize online interaction in a virtual community of a prescribed nature. In this virtual environment, users cultivate their ‘virtual existence’ through profile building (anonymized or identifiable) and engage each other, either actively or passively, as members of the community. When a user logs on to social media, she accordingly seeks a service that allows her to immerse herself in an environment of content that, while not generated by the platform, has been moderated by it, and she expects this environment to have a certain nature dictated by the platform’s choices regarding content moderation. In a sense, therefore, social media platforms offer a doorway to Narnia of a sort; and content moderation defines “the essence” of this virtual kingdom, which lies beyond the screen.

What do these conclusions mean for real-world contractual analysis? From a contractual perspective, community guidelines should therefore be viewed as a primary mechanism by which platforms make representations about the material attributes of the services they sell. However, community guidelines are used only to convey generally applicable principles, which are illustrated only sporadically with specific examples. The guidelines do not, and cannot, prescribe solutions to every concrete issue that may arise.

92. See, e.g., Klonick, supra note 11, at 1661 (asserting that platforms “are inherently not neutral — indeed the very definition of ‘content moderation’ belies the idea of content neutrality”).

93. See Grimmelmann, supra note 63, at 45.

94. Id.

95. See GILLESPIE, supra note 57, at 47.
As Klonick explained, “the internal rules of content moderation are iteratively revised on an ongoing basis, and much more frequently than the external public-facing policy.”\textsuperscript{96} Thus, although adaptations of content moderation rules may occasionally be expressed through revisions of community guidelines, they are more commonly conveyed to users in other forms, thereby dynamically adjusting users’ expectations.\textsuperscript{97}

Moreover, as Douek for instance shows, a comprehensive assessment of a platform’s content moderation service cannot be based solely on the substance of its explicit moderation policies. She explains that content moderation is “a complex and dynamic system”\textsuperscript{98} that involves diverse methods, various actors, and many tradeoffs for platforms to achieve the particular balance in content they seek.\textsuperscript{99} Each of these features of content moderation impacts users’ expectations regarding the service they receive from the platform: about whether the platform provides automated filtering; about whether it flags or downranks controversial content; about whether it outsources fact-checking to third parties and the identity of those third parties; about the strictness/leniency of the platform’s take-down policies on specific topics (e.g., nudity, anti-vax, political misinformation, and antisemitism); about a right to appeal, whether appeals are heard by external adjudicators, the professional credentials of those adjudicators, and whether their decisions are binding on the platform; or even about whether the platform outsources content moderation, wholly or partially, to the users themselves, allowing them greater control over their feed.

All of these institutional contexts and interrelationships are often more crucial for understanding and evaluating content moderation services than the actual substance of the moderation policy. This is even more cogent considering that “when it comes to details … the guidelines at the prominent, general-purpose platforms are strikingly similar,” at least with respect to the general categories of prohibited content.\textsuperscript{100} Platforms commonly prohibit content of certain types, including sexual content, graphic violence and obscenity, harassment, hate speech, illegal activity, and promotion of self-harm.\textsuperscript{101} True, each platform may define each

\textsuperscript{96} Klonick, supra note 11, at 1648.
\textsuperscript{97} See supra notes 67-72 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{98} See Douek, supra note 1, at 530.
\textsuperscript{99} See id. at 548-56.
\textsuperscript{100} Gillespie, supra note 57, at 52.
\textsuperscript{101} Id. at 52-66.
category slightly differently\textsuperscript{102} and take different measures to address it. But the similarities in categories of prohibited content are an indication not only of certain common “red lines” regarding permissible content on dominant platforms,\textsuperscript{103} but also that a moderation system’s structure and efficacy may be a more significant factor than the actual policies in users’ choice from amongst alternative platforms.

From a contractual perspective, there are two important upshots to focusing on content moderation as the primary service provided by platforms. First, the inability to reduce all potential situations into specific rules, alongside the intrinsic elusiveness of moderation standards, renders social media contracting inherently incomplete with respect to the core attributes of the provided service. The materialization of unexpected contingencies will inevitably require dynamic adaptation and adjustment of existing moderation policies during the lifetime of the contractual relationship. Second, platforms provide a robust system of content moderation and not only community guidelines. Users’ expectations accordingly derive equally from platforms’ moderation policies, practices, and institutional design. Both of these attributes are stark divergences from the standard consumer contract.

2. The Standard of Liability

The expected standard of contractual liability in social media contracting is particularly significant for understanding the contractual norms governing platform-user relationships. Users understand that they are bound by moderation policies and expect that the content to which they expose themselves will be moderated in accordance with those policies. At the same time, however, users understand that error-free content

\textsuperscript{102} For example, the notorious ambiguity of the term “hate speech” naturally creates a wide range of possible moderation policies. \textit{See}, e.g., Nadine Strossen, \textit{Hate: Why We Should Resist It with Free Speech, Not Censorship} 71-72 (2018).

\textsuperscript{103} Although gray areas should exist around them. \textit{See} Evelyn Douek, \textit{The Rise of Content Cartels}, Knight First Amend. Inst. Colum. U. (Feb. 11, 2020), https://knightcolumbia.org/content/the-rise-of-content-cartels [https://perma.cc/3TD7-CZPF] (showing that major social media platforms often cooperate and adopt similar decisions pertaining to content moderation, even when it comes to specifics).
moderation is implausible\(^{104}\) and that flexibility and discretion in policy enforcement are an inherent and inevitable part of the social media contractual setting. What behavior, then, on the part of either party would constitute a breach?

Similarly to many standard consumer contracts, social media contractual agreements include various provisions that refer to dispute resolution and liability. These provisions are generally intended to exempt platforms from liability,\(^ {105}\) “arguably written with an eye toward avoiding future litigation, often indemnifying the company as broadly as possible against any liability for users’ actions.”\(^ {106}\) For example, Facebook’s Limits on Liability clause in its ToS agreement includes a disclaimer of all warranties to the extent permitted by law, alongside a justification for the exemption: the platform’s material inability to control the content posted by all users.\(^ {107}\) Similar provisions are included in YouTube’s\(^ {108}\) and Twitter’s\(^ {109}\) ToS agreements.

The inclusion of exculpatory clauses and warranty disclaimers in one-sidedly dictated standard-form agreements is not novel to the social media context, and their validity is examined below.\(^ {110}\) For now, it suffices to highlight the role these provisions play in creating expectations regarding the contractual standard of liability—i.e., the extent of the parties’ obligation to provide a contractually required outcome. Many, if not most, consumer contracts are based on a strict liability principle, requiring one party to provide a specific product or service to the other, in return for a sum of money. This is the typical standard of liability in consumer contracts.

\(^{104}\) See Douek, supra note 1, at 548 (stressing that “[g]iven the unfathomable scale of content moderation, errors are inevitable”). See also James Grimmelman, To Err Is Platform, KNIGHT FIRST AMEND. INST. COLUM. U. (Apr. 6, 2018), https://knightcolumbia.org/content/err-platform [https://perma.cc/PNM2-YCK2].

\(^{105}\) Such terms also typically include a jurisdiction clause and a choice-of-law clause, which allow the platform to select its preferable forum and terms of law. See Land, supra note 25, at 982.

\(^{106}\) GILLESPIE, supra note 57, at 46; see also Land, supra note 25, at 982 (“These terms of service are generally very broadly drafted to limit the legal liability of the company.”).

\(^{107}\) See Terms of Service, FACEBOOK, supra note 6, Article 4(3).

\(^{108}\) See Terms of Service, YOUTUBE, supra note 6 (under “Other Legal Terms”).

\(^{109}\) See Terms of Service, TWITTER, supra note 6, Article 5.

\(^{110}\) See infra Section III.B.
negotiated at arm’s length. However, some contracts may set a different type of standard and replace the demand for strict performance with a “best-efforts” commitment.111 Social media contracting inevitably provides for this latter type of performance expectations and standard of liability.

Given the scale, speed, fluidity, contestability, and contextual nature of online content moderation, platforms cannot possibly guarantee full control, ex ante, over each and every item of content uploaded to their network, nor can they provide “perfect” ex post correction. They can only commit to making their best effort at applying represented moderation policies and to setting up an operating system of content moderation aimed at striking an optimal balance between often contradicting considerations.112 Content moderation is, therefore, inevitably offered on a “best efforts” basis and not as a “guaranteed result” service.113 Exemplifying this is Facebook’s Limits on Liability clause, which begins with the following declaration: “We work hard to provide the best Products we can and to specify clear guidelines for everyone who uses them. Our Products, however, are provided ‘as is,’ and we make no guarantees that they always will be safe, secure, or error-free.”114 This reflects the industrial norm in social media: guaranteeing efforts rather than results.115

111. For a robust discussion concerning contractual best efforts clauses, see Section V.A below.
112. See, e.g., Monika Bickert, Online Content Regulation: Charting a Way Forward, FACEBOOK 7 (Feb. 2020), https://about.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Charting-A-Way-Forward_Online-Content-Regulation-White-Paper-1.pdf [https://perma.cc/3HPU-8X6Q] (“Publisher liability laws that punish the publication of illegal speech are unsuitable for the internet landscape. Despite their best efforts to thwart the spread of harmful content… it would be impractical and harmful to require internet platforms to approve each post before allowing it.”); Community Standards, FACEBOOK, supra note 7 (“The goal of our Community Standards is to create a place for expression and give people a voice…. Our commitment to expression is paramount, but we recognize the internet creates new and increased opportunities for abuse. For these reasons, when we limit expression, we do it in service of one or more of the following values: Authenticity… Safety… Privacy… Dignity”).
113. Conversely, platforms’ assurances regarding restrictions on the use of personal data are not given on a best-efforts basis. For further discussion about data policies, see infra Part II.B.3.
114. See FACEBOOK, Terms of Service, supra note 6, Article 4(3).
115. See, e.g., Community Guidelines, How does YouTube manage harmful content?, YOUTUBE, https://www.youtube.com/intl/en_us/howyoutubeworks/our-
Importantly, however, the best-efforts commitment does not render platforms’ implementation of certain moderation policies voluntary. Although moderation policies can be altered over time, the best-efforts commitment is immutably binding and continues to apply to content moderation, regardless of any substantial change the latter may undergo. In this context, it is important to distinguish between remedy and duty: Breaches by users are typically dealt with by platforms using self-aid remedies,116 where the obligatory nature of moderation policies legitimizes the sanction.117 This means that even where platforms enjoy contractual or statutory immunity from liability, which is the currently prevailing stance,118 the binding force of the contractual norm expressed in moderation policies is not negated. Rather, immunity only proscribes extrinsic recourse in certain cases of default on the part of platforms, often leaving users with only the self-aid remedy of one-sidedly ending the contract. Immunity, therefore, does not extinguish the contractual norm itself.

The implication of the understanding that the social media contractual relationship is structured around a best-efforts commitment, as I explain below, is that platforms are in breach whenever they fail to uphold this commitment. This insight should inform any consideration of the soundness of extending platforms limitless immunity and, importantly, of the standard of conduct to which social media platforms should be held.

116. See, e.g., Community Guidelines, YOUTUBE, supra note 7 (“If our reviewers decide that content violates our Community Guidelines, we remove the content and send a notice to the Creator.”).

117. See GILLESPIE, supra note 65, at 71 (stressing that community guidelines "work to legitimate the platform's right to impose rules – not just these particular rules but the right to impose rules at all").

118. See discussion in infra Part III.
3. The Consideration

“The grand bargain of twenty-first-century media,” explains Jack Balkin, “looks like this: Privately-owned infrastructure companies”—for example, social media platforms—“provide you with many different valuable services,” and users “get all of these services . . . for free.” ¹¹⁹ Or rather, for free with one small caveat: “[I]n return [for these services], media owners get to collect [users’] data, analyze it, and use it to predict, control, and nudge what end-users do.” ¹²⁰ Put differently, platforms’ services are by no means supplied without consideration. ¹²¹ Users pay with their personal data, which platforms monetize in various ways. Moreover, as explained below, users pay not only with their data but also with their time.

A variety of provisions, commonly included in platforms’ ToS and data policy agreements, govern the contractual consideration. Meta’s Terms of Service are quite explicit on this issue—stating, for example, that rather than monetary compensation, it will provide its services in exchange for users’ data and consent to be exposed to advertisements, thereby monetizing its users’ attention. ¹²² This is the customary business model in the social


¹²⁰. Id.

¹²¹. It is worth reminder in this respect, that contractual consideration is not limited to monetary compensation, see RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 71 (1981), even though such remuneration is more typical of consumer contracts.

¹²². See Terms of Service, FACEBOOK, supra note 6 (“We don’t charge you to use Facebook or the other products and services covered by these Terms. Instead, businesses and organizations pay us to show you ads for their products and services. By using our Products, you agree that we can show you ads that we think will be relevant to you and your interests. We use your personal data to help determine which ads to show you.”). See also Tim Wu, Facebook Should Pay All of Us, THE NEW YORKER (August 14, 2015), https://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/facebook-should-pay-all-of-us [https://perma.cc/5YCG-ASJV].
media industry, which yields platforms enormous revenues. In the
current media ecosystem, the shortage of human attention has turned it into
a valuable asset. Thus, platforms are constantly engaged in attempts to
effectively harness users' attention and make robust use of their personal
data to that end. Exploiting human attention and data, particularly in
combination, has, accordingly, become an essential component in
platforms' business model.

Social media platforms' compensation scheme is particularly unique
since the personal data they collect is put to "a variety of uses and purposes
including...the targeting of advertising, content moderation, and the
improvement of platform functionality." Data, therefore, is used by
platforms for two intertwined purposes: to improve users' satisfaction with
the service (i.e., enhancing moderation practices to increase engagement
and attention spent) and to facilitate the platform's monetizable business—
targeted advertising. Consequently, in social media contracting, there is
a symbiotic and cyclical relationship between the contractual consideration
and the provided services: better moderation generates more attention and
data, which, in turn, further improves moderation, and so on. Under this

123. See Terms of Service, TWITTER, supra note 6 (requiring consent to be exposed
to advertisements "[i]n consideration for Twitter granting you access to and
use of the Services," complementing an earlier requirement to agree to
"collection and use" of personal information). See also Paul M. Schwartz,
("Personal information is an important currency in the new millennium. The
monetary value of personal data is large and still growing, and corporate
America is moving quickly to profit from this.").

124. For a general description of the development of the "attention industry," see
generally TIM WU, THE ATTENTION MERCHANTS: THE EPIC SCRAMBLE TO GET INSIDE
OUR HEADS (2016).

125. See Wu, supra note 1, at 554-56.

126. Elettra Bietti, Consent as a Free Pass: Platform Power and the Limits of the
Informational Turn, 40 PACE L. REV. 310, 312-13 (2020).

127. See, e.g., Privacy Policy, TWITTER, supra note 8 (stressing that Twitter uses
the user's personal information "to provide [Twitter's] advertising and sponsored
content services subject to [the user's] settings, which helps make ads on
Twitter more relevant to [them]" and that Twitter "also use[s] this
information to measure the effectiveness of ads and to help recognize [the
user's] devices to serve [them] ads on and off of Twitter").
business model, personal data serves as a raw material:\textsuperscript{128} platforms purchase data from users in return for access to their service and then process the data into what they sell for monetary compensation—advertising—both by allowing user targeting and by increasing user attention. Data is thereby an exchanged commodity, and platforms’ ability to efficiently monetize attention is integrally contingent\textsuperscript{129} on its continuous collection.

The notion that data and attention serve as remuneration for platforms’ services has already been affirmed by a substantial body of case law. In an action brought against Mariott for a data breach it experienced in 2018, for instance, Mariott argued that personal information lacks clear value, and thus the plaintiffs failed to allege cognizable harm. The court rejected Mariott’s argument, mentioning the “growing trend across courts that have considered this issue [] to recognize the lost property value of this information.”\textsuperscript{130} The court further reasoned:

Neither should the Court ignore what common sense compels it to acknowledge—the value that personal identifying information has in our increasingly digital economy. Many companies... collect personal information. Consumers too recognize the value of their personal information and offer it in exchange for goods and services.\textsuperscript{131}

\textsuperscript{128} See Balkin, supra note 119, at 1002 (“You are your data, and that data is the raw material of digital capitalism. In the political economy of the early twenty-first century, your data is the price of your freedom of expression.”).

\textsuperscript{129} In Meta’s words, “To provide the Facebook Products, we must process information about you.” See Privacy Policy, FACEBOOK, supra note 8.


\textsuperscript{131} Id. at 462.
Other courts have reached similar conclusions. In another notable case, *Klein v. Facebook, Inc.*, an action was brought against Facebook, citing antitrust violations. The plaintiffs argued that Facebook's monopolization of the social media market "has harmed users because, without competition, Facebook can extract additional 'personal information and attention' from users." Like Marriott, Facebook disputed the tangible worth of data and attention, and its argument was similarly rejected. "[O]utside the antitrust context," the court reasoned, "numerous courts have recognized that plaintiffs who lose personal information have suffered an economic injury." And as the court further stressed after reviewing the presented evidence, "there is no doubt that Consumers' 'information and attention' has 'material value'" and that the plaintiffs' allegations in this respect have "ample support."

The unique qualities and structure of a contractual consideration that is premised on personal information and attention significantly distinguish it from typical consumer transactions. Rather than unilateral provisioning of a product or service in return for an impersonal fungible asset (i.e., money), social media contracting is structured as an ongoing barter: users exchange personal non-fungible assets—their personal data and attention—for a service that is uniquely tailored to facilitate a personalized experience for each individual user. Understanding this exchange as a personalized ongoing barter has two critical ramifications. First, it dispels any lingering notion that platforms provide their services for free. Second, due to the unique qualities of the exchanged commodities in the social media

132. See, e.g., Calhoun v. Google LLC, 526 F. Supp. 3d 605, 636 (N.D. Cal. 2021) ("[T]he Ninth Circuit and a number of district courts, including this Court, have concluded that plaintiffs who suffered a loss of their personal information suffered economic injury and had standing."); Brown v. Google LLC, LEXIS 244595 (N.D. Cal. 2021) (making a similar argument and acknowledging the plaintiff “have provided valuable data” in return for Google’s services); Doe v. Microsoft Corp., LEXIS 226041 (N.D. Cal. 2023) (stressing the “increasing recognition of the value of private data” in the context of a data-for-service transaction).


134. Id. at 802.

135. Id. at 803.

136. Id. at 803-04 (internal citations omitted).

137. See, e.g., *Terms of Service, Facebook, supra* note 6 (declaring Facebook provides “a personalized experience” for the user, and that her “experience on Facebook is unlike anyone else’s”).
transaction, the governing contractual norms diverge significantly from the norms of typical consumer-seller relationships: they inherently generate long-term reliance, they must mitigate increased risk of abuse, and they foster mechanized personalized treatment.

The unique concerns that arise in relation to the use of personal data as consideration have been addressed by both scholars and policymakers, who have articulated the legal constraints this transactional structure warrants. In Europe, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)\(^\text{138}\) regulates the market in data and imposes various limitations on data transfers.\(^\text{139}\) While the situation is more complex in the United States due to the absence of uniform federal legislation to regulate the data market, the 2018 California Consumer Privacy Act is an example of state-level regulation that addresses these concerns: designed along the lines of the GDPR model, it was enacted to constrain the collection of personal information with respect to residents of California.\(^\text{140}\) This notwithstanding, however, in the US, “privacy self-management” (that is, contract) generally remains “the primary check on companies” in their data collection and usage practices.\(^\text{141}\)

Existing regulations in the EU and the US as well as contractual terms in platforms’ data policies ascribe transferred data with certain rights that “run with the asset.”\(^\text{142}\) For example, a right often attached to data (by regulation or by contract) is non-transferability, which limits platforms’ ability to sell the data they collect to third parties or to share it with


\(^{139}\) For a general description of the core elements of the GDPR, see Bietti, supra note 126, at 338-42.


\(^{141}\) Bietti, supra note 126, at 313. See also Daniel J. Solove & Woodrow Hartzog, The FTC and the New Common Law of Privacy, 114 COLUM. L. REV. 583 (2014) (arguing that through the practice of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), emerged a sort of common-law with respect to privacy rights). In this respect, however, it is important to note that the FTC’s authority extends to bringing claims premised on “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” See 15 U.S.C.S. § 45 (LEXIS through Pub. L. 116-72). Therefore, the regulatory framework aims to maintain market-driven norms of private interaction, which are “self-regulatory” in nature, rather than being premised on coercive legislative action. In this respect, see also Pamela Samuelson, Privacy as Intellectual Property, 52 STAN. L. REV. 1125, 1160-63 (2000).

\(^{142}\) See Schwartz, supra note 123, at 2097.
This constraint does not mean that the data does not serve as contractual compensation. Rather, it merely signifies that rights pertaining to personal information persist with the transfer of the data and bind platforms and users to one another in the long-term. Multiple suggestions have been made from a private law perspective as to the “correct” way to treat privacy rights and data transfers in such transactions. Notably, Jack Balkin and Jonathan Zittrain proposed defining platforms as “information fiduciaries” and thereby subjecting their data-handling to fiduciary duties. The private law grounding of this proposed approach has been

143. See, e.g., Terms of Service, FACEBOOK, supra note 6, (Facebook undertakes not to transfer data to third parties without consent. “We don’t sell your personal data to advertisers, and we don’t share information that directly identifies you … with advertisers unless you give us specific permission.”). The CCPA, § 1798.120, requires that consumers would be able to choose to opt-out from agreeing to platforms selling their personal information. See Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.120.

144. As short, non-exhaustive, examples, see Schwartz, supra note 123 (proposing to define personal data as property that remains subject to inalienability requirements); Samuelson, supra note 141, at 1146-51 (comparing private data to intellectual property assets with “moral rights” attached, protecting the moral, personal, connection between the data and its original owner-creator), and at 1152-59 (proposing to view personal data as a trade secret-equivalent, where users license platforms to use it under limiting conditions); Bietti, supra note 126, at 353-55 (offering to categorize personal information as a commodifiable attribute of users’ selfhood, that can be transferred through contract); Eugene Volokh, Freedom of Speech and Information Privacy: The Troubling Implications of a Right to Stop People from Speaking About You, 52 STAN. L. REV. 1049, 1057-63 (2000) (arguing that a contract to transfer data may include whichever limiting conditions users deem fitting regarding its future use, as agreeable between the parties or imposed by public policy).

both criticized and defended, and currently, attempts are being made to implement this model by way of legislative reform. Indeed, the information fiduciaries theory warrants a comprehensive analysis that is beyond the scope of this Article. But for the purposes of the argument here, it is important to note that this approach is grounded principally on users’ expectations with respect to platforms’ treatment of their data. As Balkin explains, platforms “hold themselves out as trustworthy organizations who act consistent with our interests, even though they also hope to turn a profit,” and “present themselves to the public as responsible and upstanding organizations.” In other words, Balkin stresses that platforms provide assurances that create legitimate expectations. “By presenting

149. Balkin, Information Fiduciaries, supra note 145, at 1224 (“The proper question should be what forms of trust companies have induced in order to get people to use their services and what people may reasonably expect will be done with their data.”).
150. Id. at 1222.
151. Balkin nonetheless seems to prefer the statutory imposition of fiduciary duties over a contract law-based approach for enforcing users’ legitimate contractual expectations. Id. at 1199-205. In this respect, Balkin warns against over-reliance on terms of service and data policy agreements for the protection of privacy rights. Because platforms can “state their privacy policies in vague terms, or change their privacy policies more or less at will,” he argues, “relying on terms of service or end user license agreements may offer only very limited privacy protections.” Id. at 1199. This concern, however, arguably rests on a narrow conception of the contractual relationship. The relational contract analysis provided in this Article provides, I believe, sufficient resources for recognizing the very duty Balkin seeks to impose—a “limited” version of fiduciary loyalty.
themselves as trustworthy” and refusing transparency, platforms “induce relations of trust from us, so that we will continue to use their services.”

The cogency of each of the proposed approaches for classifying and arranging privacy rights and data transfers in the context of social media contractual relations can be equally debated. Notably, however, three features emerge as common to all of the models. First, all recognize, at least implicitly, that data is transferred to benefit platforms, in lieu of monetary compensation, as part of a barter transaction. Second, transferring personal data to platforms is taken to make users vulnerable and to bind the parties together so long as the platforms continue to hold the data. Third, as stated explicitly by Balkin and implicitly in other proposals, consent to the “grand bargain” reflects an undiminishing expectation that personal data will not be weaponized to disproportionately harm its original owner.

III. REVISITING PLATFORM IMMUNITY FROM CONTRACTUAL CLAIMS

Before delving into the substantive contractual norms and obligations governing platform-user relationships and examining their necessary legal implications, this Part addresses a crucial preliminary issue: Should a contractual cause of action against social media platforms be barred by statutory immunity or, alternatively, defeated by platforms’ contractual exculpatory clauses?

As described above, platforms include limits on liability clauses in their ToS agreements, which are aimed at extending them broad immunity, including against contractual claims. These clauses are supplemented by Section 230 of the 1996 Communications Decency Act, which, under its currently accepted interpretation, provides statutory immunity from any claim pertaining to platforms’ content moderation decision-making. As this Part argues, however, these contractual and legislated immunities have been too broadly construed by courts, and platforms should not enjoy wholesale immunity from contractual claims. While their respective interpretations should certainly be consistent with one another and address issues of public policy, the interpretation of statutory and contractual immunities should also aim for a balanced result that reflects the expectations of both users and legislators with respect to platforms’ decision-making.

Reading into Section 230 robust immunity from contractual causes of action is untenable, I claim, as is unnuanced enforcement of exculpatory clauses. As this Part shows, Section 230 was designed specifically to bar...

152. Id. at 1223.
causes of action in torts, not contracts; it was certainly not legislated to allow platforms to make fraudulent misrepresentations about the services they provide. Furthermore, judicial interpretation of platforms’ exculpatory clauses has been misguided, inter alia, in its adherence to the illusion that this is a contractual relationship in which platforms’ services are provided for free.\(^{153}\)

This Part, therefore, analyzes the interaction between Section 230, exculpatory clauses, and contractual obligations, to show that there is no conflict between the contractual liability standard and the goals of Section 230: both require that contractual causes of action be heard, on the one hand, while both seek restraint in judicial encroachment on platforms’ content-related decision-making, on the other. Such a balance, I assert, is in both cases achieved by immunizing good-faith decision-making and avoiding strict liability, and it can be further secured through proper judicial construction of remedy and standard of review.\(^{154}\)

Not only is this discussion crucial for understanding platform immunity, it is also most timely given the apparently growing willingness of the Supreme Court to consider, for the first time, the proper scope of Section 230’s statutory immunity. A powerful indication of this willingness was recently given by the Supreme Court’s decision to grant certiorari in *Gonzalez v. Google*,\(^{155}\) and *Twitter v. Taamneh*.\(^{156}\) These cases originated in claims brought against Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube for allegedly allowing ISIS to make extensive use of their platforms to propagate terrorist agenda and solicit support. Based on the Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA),\(^{157}\) the plaintiffs sought to hold the companies accountable for the third-party content made available on their platforms, and recommended by their algorithms—an activity arguably protected under Section 230’s immunities for third-party content.\(^{158}\) In *Gonzalez* the plaintiffs explicitly sought to challenge the prevailing judicial interpretation of Section 230 in lower courts. Furthermore, the decision to hear these cases followed Justice Thomas’ previously expressed unease with Section 230’s emerging jurisprudence.\(^{159}\) And thus, for a moment, it appeared that *Gonzalez* and *Taamneh* would provide the court an opportunity to scrutinize the precise

---

153. See infra notes 206-209 and accompanying text.
154. See infra Part V.
155. See supra note 4.
156. Id.
158. See infra notes 162-165 and accompanying text.
159. See Malwarebytes, 141 S. Ct.
extent of platforms’ statutory immunity. However, the specific causes of action alleged by the plaintiffs—“aiding and abetting” terrorist activity under the ATA—significantly narrowed the court’s opportunity to delve into Section 230, ultimately causing the court to sidestep the issue altogether.\textsuperscript{160} The Supreme Court’s apparent readiness to reexamine Section 230 doctrine thus remains, suggesting that the current status quo concerning platform immunity is about to be dramatically challenged. Turning to contract, as this Part seeks to show, may provide the necessary tools for addressing the challenge of platform immunity.

\textbf{A. Section 230}

This Section will argue that Section 230 does not categorically preempt contractual claims against platforms and that the current application of its immunity with respect to contractual causes of action is flawed. This conclusion is derived from the history of the Section’s enactment, its text, and its purpose.\textsuperscript{161} I assert that acknowledging a contractual cause of action that duly addresses the structure of social media contractual relationships and upholds the parties’ expectations, rather than imposing extrinsic norms on the relationship through tort liability, would be consistent with Section 230 and would actually advance its goals.

Section 230 accords two substantial privileges to online platforms: Section 230(c)(1) provides that no service provider “shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information” posted by a third party, rendering platforms immune to claims with regard to content that they decide to carry; Section 230(c)(2) provides that no platform shall be held liable for “any action voluntarily taken in good faith” to remove “objectionable” content.\textsuperscript{162} These privileges have been interpreted very broadly by the

\textsuperscript{160} See infra notes 188-189 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{161} For a robust analysis of Section 230 which exceeds the needs of this Article, see, for example, JEFF KOSSEFF, THE TWENTY-SIX WORDS THAT CREATED THE INTERNET (2019).

\textsuperscript{162} See Malwarebytes, 141 S. Ct. at 17 (“Taken together, both provisions in § 230(c) most naturally read to protect companies when they unknowingly decline to exercise editorial functions to edit or remove third-party content, § 230(c)(1), and when they decide to exercise those editorial functions in good faith, § 230(c)(2)(A).”).
courts, granting platforms "sweeping" protection from any action or inaction related to content-moderation decision-making. Moreover, some courts have noted that the tort/contract distinction should be rejected in this context and have, instead, adopted a substance-based test: where the platforms’ contested action was "editorial" in essence, it will be covered by Section 230 immunities, regardless of the classification of the cause of action. However, Section 230's legislative history casts doubt on the interpretation that the provision robustly bars contractual claims in this way.

As its legislative history reveals, the underlying purpose of Section 230 is to encourage online platforms to moderate content by providing them safe harbor, albeit under certain conditions. The Section was intended to correct the outcomes of two defamation claims brought against online content intermediaries. In Cubby v. CompuServe, an online intermediary did not review any of the content uploaded to its platform and was therefore found not liable for defamatory statements that the platform

163. See, e.g., Force v. Facebook, Inc., 934 F.3d 53 (2d Cir. 2019) (“Section 230(c)(1) should be construed broadly in favor of immunity.”); see also Hassell v. Bird, 5 Cal.5th 522 (2018); Barrett v. Rosenthal, 40 Cal.4th 33 (2006) (adopting a “broad” interpretation of Section 230 to provide platforms blanket protection from liability).

164. See, e.g., Eric Goldman, An Overview of the United States’ Section 230 Internet Immunity, OXFORD HANDBOOK OF ONLINE INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY 154, 158-60 (2020); Danielle Keats Citron & Mary Anne Franks, The Internet as a Speech Machine and Other Myths Confounding Section 230 Reform, 2020 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 45, 50-52 (2020).

165. See, e.g., Murphy v. Twitter, Inc., 60 Cal. App. 5th 12, 26 (2021) (“[C]ourts focus not on the name of the cause of action, but whether the plaintiff’s claim requires the court to treat the defendant as the publisher or speaker of information created by another. This test prevents plaintiffs from avoiding the broad immunity of Section 230 through the creative pleading of barred claims.”) (internal citations omitted).

166. See, e.g., Malwarebytes, 141 S. Ct. at 17 (“[B]y construing §230(c)(1) to protect any decision to edit or remove content...courts have curtailed the limits Congress placed on decisions to remove content.”). See also Citron & Franks, supra note 164, at 66 (“The legal shield should be cabined to interactive computer services that wield their content-moderation powers responsibly, as the drafters of Section 230 wanted.”).

167. See generally Goldman, supra note 164, at 156-58.

carried. Conversely, in *Stratton Oakmont v. Prodigy Services*, a content intermediary was found liable for defamation since it had taken some measures to remove objectionable content from the platform. Underlying these opposite outcomes was the established distinction in tort law between a "distributor" and a "publisher" of content in relation to liability for carrying another’s defamatory statements. Publishers are subject to a strict liability standard and are held to have knowledge about statements they publish. In contrast, distributors are held liable only upon proof of having actual knowledge about carrying defamatory content.

From a public policy perspective, the *Cubby* and *Stratton Oakmont* outcomes met with unease. Legislators wished to strike a different balance: on the one hand, they sought to allow online intermediaries to more freely remove content they perceive as problematic; on the other hand, they wanted to disincentivize over-removal so as to protect users’ speech interests. Thus, rather than leaving the law to correct itself through the iterative process of common law, Section 230 was enacted to overturn *Stratton* and release platforms from the speech-burdening doctrines of tort law.

This legislative purpose was also explicitly declared by the Fourth Circuit in *Zeran v. America Online*, a seminal opinion in Section 230 jurisprudence:

> The purpose of this statutory immunity is not difficult to discern. Congress recognized the threat that tort-based lawsuits pose to freedom of speech in the new and burgeoning Internet medium. The imposition of tort liability on service providers for the communications of others represented, for Congress, simply another form of intrusive government regulation of speech.

Thus, not only is the purpose of limiting platforms’ tort liability easily discernable from Section 230’s legislative history and text, but the normative grounds for this limitation are also quite unequivocal. However,

---

170. See Klonick, *supra* note 11, at 1604-05 (“[W]hile publishers and speakers of content can be held liable, distributors are generally not liable unless they knew or should have known of the defamation.”).
171. See Citron & Franks, *supra* note 164, at 46 (“Lawmakers devised Section 230 as a direct repudiation of that ruling.”).
172. 129 F.3d 327 (4th Cir. 1997).
173. *Id.* at 330 (italics added).
the concerns that underlie the limitation set on tort liability are not equally applicable to contractual liability, given the substantial differences between the two bodies of law. Two particular distinctions are worth noting in this respect.

First, while tort law generally engages in imposing extrinsic norms, contract law leaves room for private parties to set relational norms as they see fit. From this perspective, an uninhibited speech environment requires allowing private parties to reach agreements about which rules of discussion govern their privately held forum. In other words, freedom of speech includes the freedom to bind oneself to certain speech-related norms.174 The second distinction relates to the important question of incentives. As the Fourth Circuit stated in Zeran, “[t]he specter of tort liability in an area of such prolific speech would have an obvious chilling effect,”175 which works in one direction: toward content removal.176 Allowing access to adjudication only to those who are harmed by content, and not to speakers, both creates a “consistent[] push toward removal” as well as “distorts courts’ opportunities to clarify the law,” since it generates an untenably imbalanced situation where “claims of people defending their expression rights” are not heard.177 Allowing a contractual cause of action for harm caused by platforms’ decisions to carry or remove content would not create a similar problem, because it would operate in both directions: decisions to remove content could constitute a breach of platforms’ contractual obligations (toward speakers) no less than a decision to carry content could constitute a breach (toward listeners). This balance would mitigate the one-sided chilling effect generated by tort liability and would create a different incentive for platforms: to moderate as promised, in accordance with users’ expectations.

In sum, reading into Section 230 an intent to entirely invalidate contractual causes of action, thereby allowing platforms to arbitrarily


175. Zeran, 129 F.3d at 331.

176. Id. at 333 (“Because service providers would be subject to liability only for the publication of information, and not for its removal, they would have a natural incentive simply to remove messages upon notification, whether the contents were defamatory or not.”).

breach reassurances and even directly mislead users regarding the very service they provide—seems like a far stretch.\(^{178}\) Section 230 does not bar a contractual cause of action. Rather, for a contractual cause of action to be "consistent with" Section 230 immunities,\(^{179}\) and absent an explicit commitment made by a platform to provide error-free moderation (which is unlikely to be made), courts must: (1) avoid applying a strict contractual liability standard when adjudicating content-moderation decision-making,\(^{180}\) since such liability would both impose an extrinsic norm and make platforms de-facto "publishers," and (2) courts should refrain from replacing platforms' good faith judgment, which is protected under Section 230(c)(2), with their own.\(^{181}\)

Adopting the contractual approach proposed here will not raise concerns about inconsistencies with Section 230 immunities.\(^{182}\) No platform undertakes to provide services it can never provide (i.e., error-free content moderation), and if a platform decides to promise such services, it

---

178. Perhaps for this reason courts typically make an effort to analyze the applicability of the contractual immunity, which pertains to contractual causes of action, separate from conducting a Section 230 analysis, and despite applying the latter's immunity to the claim. See, e.g., Murphy, 60 Cal. App. 5th; Caraccioli v. Facebook, Inc., 700 Fed. Appx. 588 (2017).

179. Section 230(e)(3) posits: "Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any State from enforcing any State law that is consistent with this section. No cause of action may be brought and no liability may be imposed under any State or local law that is inconsistent with this section." Cal. Civ. Code § 230(e)(3).

180. See, e.g., Hoboken & Keller, supra note 177, at 7 (pointing to the established view that "liability should be limited in nature . . . and not strict").

181. This can be guaranteed should courts adopt a deferential standard of review. See infra Section V.C.1.

182. Compare Mark MacCarthy, A Consumer Protection Approach to Platform Content Moderation in the United States, FUNDAMENTAL RTS. PROT. ONLINE: THE FUTURE REG. OF INTERMEDIARIES 115, 138 (2020) (advocating for the FTC to implement regulatory measures against deceptive and unfair practices in content moderation, positing that such measures would not contradict Section 230’s immunities). See also Rory Van Loo, The Public Stakes of Consumer Law: The Environment, the Economy, Health, Disinformation, and Beyond, 107 MINN. L. REV. 2039, 2070 (2023) (maintaining that regulation grounded in consumer law for curbing unfair and deceptive behavior "could overcome First Amendment and Section 230 obstacles because it does not attempt to hold the platform responsible for third-party acts, but instead for breaking commitments that the platform makes to the consumer").
should be allowed to bear the costs and enjoy the benefits of its choice. The alternative legal rule—whereby platforms may freely reap the fruits of false undertakings, without paying the price for not upholding them—is a clear form of relational injustice or unfairness, which should be avoided. As discussed above, a reasonable platform will inevitably commit to best efforts in providing content moderation, meaning that strict liability is ab initio not the contractual norm and good-faith attempts to uphold commitments are the very obligation the contractual relationship manifests. A correct interpretation of the social media contractual arrangement, therefore, reveals that it is structured to facilitate, rather than circumvent, the balance Section 230 was in fact intended to achieve—a conclusion also supported in Klonick’s findings. Moreover, given the advantages of contract law compared to tort law in this context, there is no good reason to prevent the enforcement of contractual obligations. This would not only be entirely consistent with Section 230, but would also advance its goals.

Interestingly, in Taamneh and Gonzalez, the Supreme Court eventually found that the plaintiffs had failed to state a claim under the ATA. Explicitly for this reason, and despite its apparent initial willingness, the Supreme Court declined "to address the application of §230 to a complaint that appears to state little, if any, plausible claim for relief." Justice Jackson, in her very short concurrence in Taamneh, seems to have given further clues regarding her future willingness to put Section 230’s prevailing doctrine under scrutiny, potentially allowing alternative causes of action to be heard. Eventually, it was the plaintiffs’ failure to explain why the platforms’ “passive nonfeasance,” which was alleged in the case—

183. See supra Section II.B.2.
184. For an elaborate argument in this respect, see infra Section V.A.
185. See Klonick, supra note 11, at 1630 (“Whether rooted in corporate social responsibility or profits, the development of platforms’ content-moderation systems to reflect the normative expectations of users is precisely what the creation of the Good Samaritan provision in §230 sought. Moreover, the careful monitoring of these systems to ensure user speech is protected can be traced to the free speech concerns of §230 outlined in Zeran”).
187. Taamneh, 143 S. Ct. at 1192.
188. Id. at 1231 (stressing the decision’s limited scope as it pertains solely to the specific context of aiding and abetting claims under the ATA, and not to other potential causes of action, which may indeed produce liability).
as opposed to the "affirmative misconduct" necessary to establish aiding and abetting under the ATA—should give rise to liability. As stated by the Court:

Because plaintiffs' complaint rests so heavily on defendants' failure to act, their claims might have more purchase if they could identify some independent duty in tort that would have required defendants to remove ISIS' content ... But plaintiffs identify no duty that would require defendants or other communication-providing services to terminate customers after discovering that the customers were using the service for illicit ends ... To be sure, there may be situations where some such duty exists, and we need not resolve the issue today.189

A contractual approach to social media governance, as suggested in this Article, that acknowledges social media platforms' affirmative contractual obligation to act in reasonable diligence and utmost good faith to remove terrorist content could overcome this obstacle.

B. Exculpatory Clauses

Another potential obstacle to bringing a moderation-related contractual claim against platforms is the exculpatory clauses commonly included in ToS agreements. I will show here, however, that such clauses should be invalidated: both doctrinal and public policy considerations dictate that courts disregard clauses that completely exempt platforms from providing the very service they committed to provide. Platforms must moderate content in good faith and in accordance with the representations they make in this regard, and courts should not enforce contractual terms that imply otherwise.

As noted earlier, all major platforms currently include limits on liability clauses in their ToS agreements.190 Even though they are rarely read by users,191 these online boilerplate agreements remain generally binding as long as the consumers had the opportunity to review them before

189. Id. at 1227-28.
190. See supra Section II.B.2.
191. See, e.g., Franklin Snyder & Ann Mirabito, Boilerplate: What Consumers Actually Think about It, 52 Ind. L. Rev. 431 (2019) ("[O]nly some 0.1 percent of consumers ever click on the ‘terms and conditions’ link, and that and ninety percent of those who do spend less than two minutes looking at the dense and legalistic verbiage").
manifesting consent.\textsuperscript{192} Yet this notwithstanding, exculpatory clauses included in such agreements are subject to several special limitations. To begin with and as a general rule, exculpatory clauses are disfavored and "strictly construed against the benefited party."\textsuperscript{193} They are also subject to a duty of good faith,\textsuperscript{194} to invalidation in the event of unconscionability,\textsuperscript{195} and to public policy considerations. These doctrines can limit the scope of exculpatory clauses or even wholly invalidate them. The proposed understanding of the contractual relationship between platforms and users clarifies why each of these doctrines supports limiting these clauses. It also exposes the weaknesses in the case-law on platform liability-exemption clauses that are currently emerging in the California state courts, which are of particular relevance to any contractual claim against dominant social media platforms.\textsuperscript{196}

Firstly, platforms’ limits on liability clauses should not be enforced because they are unconscionable. Courts can invalidate contractual terms based on "procedural unconscionability," which "involves ‘oppression’ or ‘surprise’ due to unequal bargaining power," and "substantive unconscionability," which focuses on “‘overly harsh’ or ‘one-sided’ results.”\textsuperscript{197} Though some evidence of both procedural and substantive unconscionability is necessary, the two types "need not be present in the

\textsuperscript{192} See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 211 (Am. L. Inst. 1981); see also, e.g., Snyder & Mirabito, supra note 191, at 432-36. Many have rightly contested the normative rationale of the "duty-to-read" doctrine. See, e.g., Robin B. Kar & Margaret J. Radin, Pseudo-Contract and Shared Meaning Analysis, 132 Harv. L. Rev. 1135 (2019); Ian Ayres & Alan Schwartz, The No-Reading Problem in Consumer Contract Law, 66 Stan. L. Rev. 545 (2014). For our purposes here, however, it is sufficient to remark that the "no-reading" problem does not apply to the drafting platforms’ undertakings.

\textsuperscript{193} See, e.g., Schlobohm v. Spa Petite, Inc., 326 N.W.2d 920, 923 (Minn. 1982). This preference in the current case is further exacerbated in light of the rule of interpretation against the draftsman. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 206.

\textsuperscript{194} See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 205.

\textsuperscript{195} See id. § 208.

\textsuperscript{196} Indeed, prominent social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter use choice-of-law provisions in their Terms of Service agreements to uniformly apply California law to all disputes arising in their relationships with users. See Terms of Service, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, supra note 6.

same degree.” Rather, courts use a sliding scale where “the more substantively oppressive the contract term, the less evidence of procedural unconscionability is required to come to the conclusion that the term is unenforceable, and vice versa.”

From a procedural perspective, the California courts have generally accepted that standard-form adhesive contracts “establish at least some degree of procedural unconscionability,” which requires scrutiny of “the substantive terms of the contract.” Compounding this presumption is an assumption that casts further doubt as to users’ ostensibly free choice in accepting platforms’ robust disclaimers and is based on the robust analysis of social media contracting provided above. As explained, content moderation, in many respects, is the commodity contracted for in the social media transaction. More specifically, content moderation defines the essence of the platform generally, and shapes the community in which one agrees to participate. It subsumes all other aspects of the service: Moderation decision-making can result in complete denial of access to the platform through user banning; can completely or substantively defeat any sharing of content, through shadowbanning or automated down-ranking; can completely deny a user the content she legitimately expected to receive through unaccounted for filtering; and can entirely thwart any option of engagement in expected online relationships or debates by similar means. It necessarily follows that completely exempting platforms from any liability for failing to moderate content as expected means that platforms are essentially free not to provide the very service for which users contracted. Such a result should be considered unconscionable. As the Restatement (Second) of Contracts provides, where an exculpatory clause in a boilerplate contract materially “eliminates the dominant purpose of the transaction,” there is no “reason to believe” that anyone would freely accept it, and accordingly, the clause should be disregarded. Indeed, platforms should not have an indefeasible right to mislead.

198. Id.

199. Id. See also Jane P. Mallor, Unconscionability in Contracts Between Merchants, 40 Sw. L.J. 1065, 1073 (1986).


201. See Sander, supra note 81, at 945, and accompanying text.

202. See supra Section II.B.1.

This result is further supported by the complete one-sidedness and oppressive result of the clause, allowing platforms to collect remuneration without bearing any risk, and even without providing the promised service. Yet California courts have thus far refrained from invalidating platforms’ limits on liability clauses on these grounds. Their jurisprudence reveals that the decisions to enforce such clauses are fundamentally based on substantive misperceptions about the nature of the social media contractual relationship and on an unsubstantiated doctrinal shift. In Lewis v. YouTube, a user sued YouTube for breach of contract after YouTube suspended her channel and refused to reinstate it in its pre-takedown form. The California Court of Appeals refused to invalidate YouTube’s Limits on Liability clause, given the “general approval” of such provisions in California and that, “[a]s in the present case, these clauses are appropriate when one party is offering a service for free to the public.” A California district court subsequently arrived at a similar decision in Darnaa v. Google, addressing the exculpatory clause’s validity from two complementary perspectives: unconscionability and public policy. First, the court swiftly rejected the claim that Google’s Limits on Liability clause was substantively unconscionable, based on a similar rationale as articulated in Lewis, namely, that providing a service for free renders such clauses reasonable. The court thereafter also rejected a public-policy-based argument for invalidating the clause and, consequently, the applicability of section 1668 of the California Civil Code, which permits invalidating exculpatory clauses that are counter to public policy. This decision was

contractual term in an adhesive contract that “does not fall within the reasonable expectations of the weaker or ‘adhering’ party will not be enforced against him”).

206. Id. at 125 (italics added).
208. Darnaa, LLC v. Google Inc., No. 15-cv-03221 RMW, 2015 WL 7753406, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 2, 2015) (“Because YouTube offers its hosting services at no charge, it is reasonable for YouTube to retain broad discretion over those services and to minimize its exposure to monetary damages”).
209. Id. at *5. See CAL. CIV. CODE § 1668 (West 2022) (“All contracts which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt anyone from responsibility for his own fraud, or willful injury to the person or property of another, or violation of law, whether willful or negligent, are against the policy of the law”).
grounded on the determination that section 1668 does not apply in breach of contract claims absent a showing of fraud or misrepresentation. 210

Both Lewis and Darnaa seem to rest on shaky analytical ground. Denying the unconscionability claim based on the assumption that the platform's services are provided for free is both factually erroneous and doctrinally uncompelling. From a factual perspective, the Darnaa and Lewis courts failed to acknowledge that social media contracting creates a barter, in which a non-monetary commodity is exchanged for a service, as elaborated above. 211 The uncanny implication of this approach is that platforms' exculpatory clauses reallocate the risk of the interaction and place it entirely on users' shoulders; this presumably allows platforms to refrain from fulfilling any of the contractual obligations they have undertaken, whether intentionally, recklessly, or negligently. This risk allocation seems grossly unfair and objectively unreasonable. 212 Perhaps were the services actually provided free-of-charge, such risk allocation could be justified, but as explained, users pay for this service with a powerful currency that generates enormous revenues for platforms.

From a doctrinal perspective, the foundations of the test applied by the Darnaa and Lewis courts to determine the validity of the exculpatory clause are somewhat tenuous. In Lewis, the court relied on case-law that it interpreted as endorsing exculpatory clauses where "the beneficiary of the clause is involved in a 'high-risk, low-compensation service.'" 213 However, in using this test, the Lewis court erroneously applied the precedent: the original ruling 214 only noted this standard as a tool for examining the validity of liquidated damages provisions 215 and applied a different test to

210. 236 F.Supp.3d at 1125.
211. See supra Section II.B.3.
212. See, e.g., Agricola Baja Best v. Harris Moran Seed Co., 44 F. Supp. 3d 974, 992 (2014) ("[A] term is substantively suspect if it reallocates the risks of the bargain in an objectively unreasonable or unexpected way...[U]nconscionability requires a substantial degree of unfairness beyond a simple old fashioned bad bargain." (internal citation omitted)).
213. Lewis v. YouTube, LLC, 244 Cal. App. 4th 118, 125 (quoting Markborough California, Inc. v. Superior Court, 227 Cal. App. 3d 705, 714 (1991)).
215. 209 Cal. App. 3d at 1297.
examine separately the conscionability of exculpatory clauses. This erroneous application of the precedent should be revisited in future cases. But regardless, the determination that social media platforms—which are amongst the wealthiest companies currently in operation and enjoy a legislated safe-harbor—provide their services based on a “high-risk, low-compensation” model is significantly misguided, particularly in light of the aggregatory outcome of platforms’ business.

A second and even more easily applicable rationale for invalidating platforms’ limits on liability clauses is rooted in the duty to perform contracts in good faith. This duty is an implied warranty in every contract and is non-waivable. Its enforcement is particularly crucial in consumer contracts that confer substantial discretion to the seller in determining the parties’ contractual rights and obligations. As suggested by section 5(b) of the Draft Restatement of Consumer Contracts, any term in such contracts that seeks to allow decision-making “unconstrained by the good-faith obligation or by other implied limitation” should be unenforceable. This has direct implications for social media contracting, given that platforms are subject to an inherently limited standard of liability based on a best-efforts commitment, allowing them broad decision-making discretion. Good faith in performing this commitment is a definitive element of the best-efforts commitment. That is to say, where a contractual obligation is not subject to a standard of strict liability that would assure a specific result, all that remains is reliance on good faith performance. Remove that requirement, and no obligation is left.

Lastly, public policy considerations also support invalidating platforms’ limits on liability clauses. Both Lewis and Darnaa substantially lacked deliberation of the public policy implications for the analysis. As noted, the

216. Id. at 1300-02.
217. See, e.g., Paul MacMahon, Good Faith and Fair Dealing as an Underenforced Legal Norm, 99 MINN. L. REV. 2051, 2108 (2015) (“Existing law suggests that the obligation of good faith is not just a default rule, but an immutable rule. The general duty of good faith under the U.C.C. cannot be disclaimed by agreement.”).
218. AM. LAW INST., Revised Tentative Draft No. 2, June 2022, https://www.ali.org/publications/show/consumer-contracts/ [https://perma.cc/9FLA-Q6YE]. This Draft has been approved by ALI, subject to certain changes, but “may be cited as representing the Institute’s position until the official text is published.” Id.
219. See supra Section II.B.2.
220. See infra Section V.A.
Darnaa court examined this issue through the lens of section 1668 of the California Civil Code, but in doing so it ignored the leading precedent on the matter: the California Supreme Court ruling in *Tunkl v. Regents of the University of California*.\(^\text{221}\) In *Tunkl*, the plaintiff, upon admittance to the defendant’s hospital, signed a form releasing the latter from “any and all liability for the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of its employees.”\(^\text{222}\) However, although section 1668 explicitly invalidates exculpatory clauses in cases of “fraud,” “willful injury,” or “violation of law”\(^\text{223}\) (a formalistic argument on which the Darnaa court relied to deny its applicability to the contractual claim brought against Google), the Tunkl court extended the section’s scope of protection to invalidate liability limitations in instances of negligently inflicted harm. The court moreover ruled that an “exculpatory provision may stand only if it does not involve ‘the public interest,’”\(^\text{224}\) making public policy the focus of the scrutiny and not whether the cause of action is torts-based or contracts-based.

Given the patent bearing of social media platforms, particularly the major ones, on the public interest, it is unnecessary to comprehensively address each of the multiple factors examined in the *Tunkl* test.\(^\text{225}\) In the social media contracting context, of particular pertinence is the test’s first prong, which examines whether the service (content moderation, in our case) is “suitable for public regulation.” On the one hand, platforms’ significant influence on public discourse and economic activity,\(^\text{226}\) combined with their tendency towards monopolistic power, largely driven by network effects, necessitates some level of accountability.\(^\text{227}\) On the other hand, First Amendment concerns push in the other direction, warranting caution with respect to governmental encroachment on platforms’ decision-making. In many respects, Section 230 itself inherently validates *Tunkl’s*

\(^{221}\) 383 P.2d 441 (Cal. 1963).

\(^{222}\) *Id.* at 442.


\(^{224}\) 383 P.2d at 443.

\(^{225}\) *Id.* at 445-46.

\(^{226}\) See, e.g., Rahman, supra note 1, at 241 (explaining the infrastructural nature of social media platforms, as “[m]uch of our economic, social, and cultural life now flow through these conduits”).

\(^{227}\) See, e.g., Van Loo, *Platform Procedure*, supra note 1, at 861 (“The leading normative foundation for regulation is to address a market failure. There is reason to believe some large platforms face insufficient competition, due to factors such as high switching costs and network effects.”).
first requirement, evincing that the field was subjected to public regulation practically since its inception. Ultimately, however, this question boils down to a policy analysis that is similar to what is discussed above in the context of Section 230 and the appropriate scope of its legislated immunities. As stated, while there are ample reasons for limiting social media platforms’ liability in torts—as Congress instructed—they should not be permitted to mislead their users about the content and quality of the services they provide or perform their undertakings arbitrarily or in bad faith. Instead, public policy requires that platforms would be held to their best-efforts commitment to uphold their obligations with respect to content moderation, and any attempt to exempt themselves even from this lenient standard of liability should be dismissed.

IV. SOCIAL MEDIA CONTRACTING AS RELATIONAL CONTRACTING

The significant divergence of social media contracting from traditional consumer contracts demonstrated above,228 mandates a parallel divergence in applicable contract law theory and doctrine. And this latter divergence is crucial if we ever want courts to be able to properly adjudicate contractual disputes between users and platforms. That is to say, traditional contract law as customarily applied in the consumer-seller context is simply unsuitable for overseeing user-platform relationships. It may perhaps have been a presumed rigidity in the judicial application of contract law doctrine that led scholars and policymakers to prefer a public law strategy for shaping governance norms.229 However, this rigidity is not inevitable, and contract law can and should be harnessed to align social media governance with the contractual norms and obligations freely adopted by the parties.

In this Part, I therefore provide the necessary theoretical framework for supporting this project, drawing on relational contract theory and applying it to the social media context. As I show below, social media contracting is better understood by analyzing it as a form of relational contracting. Indeed, the user-platform contractual relationship manifests central characteristics that are relational at their core. It is based on an inherently incomplete and dynamic arrangement with an array of rights and obligations that are

228. See supra Part II.

229. See, e.g., Van Loo, supra note 182, at 2085-88 (arguing that judicial rigidity in the employment of contract law doctrines, such as liquidated penalty damages, fraud, and unconscionability, in the context of consumer transactions, has undermined the courts’ ability to contribute to the development of consumer law).
constantly adapted and adjusted to changing circumstances. Social media contracting is aimed at facilitating long-term cooperation between users and platforms, premised on interdependency, mutuality, and reciprocal respect for the parties’ competing interests. It adopts an ongoing fair cooperation model, based on bilateral transactions, and it induces an expectation for the protection of human rights and for procedural fairness.

Given the inherent relational nature of these features, relational contract theory offers potent tools for identifying the contractual norms that govern the social media relationship and for crafting appropriate remedies to provide redress for harm. It justifies the inclusion of implicit terms in the contractual relationship, supports the necessary contractual adaptability, and calls for contextuality in adjudication, all of which are crucial for attending to the shortcomings in how social media harms are currently addressed. Indeed, notwithstanding its direct or indirect applicability to legal doctrine, relational contract theory equips us with the necessary analytical tools to interpret parties’ words and conduct in ongoing, incomplete, cooperative relationships, and allows us to discern reasonable expectations deserving of legal protection. By shedding light on platforms’ behavior and users’ expectations from an intra-contractual perspective, the relational analysis presented below thus seeks to establish the normative groundwork for the subsequent implementation of legal doctrine outlined in Part V.

A. Relational Contract Theory

Relational contract theory was introduced by Stewart Macaulay and Ian Macneil during the second half of the twentieth century. It is

230. See infra Section IV.D.


233. There are of course differences between Macaulay’s and Macneil’s theoretical approaches. Macaulay’s work, starting in the 1960s, was largely an empirical
grounded on the basic premise that contracts—all contracts—must be read in the social context in which they were formed and intended to operate.234 Norms stemming from the social relationship that produced the contract control the parties’ expectations, even where the parties were unable or unwilling to articulate these norms in explicit terms.235 Articulating “definitive obligations,” as Charles Goetz and Robert Scott stressed, is often “impractical” either “because of inability to identify uncertain future conditions or because of inability to characterize complex adaptations adequately even when the contingencies themselves can be identified in advance.”236 Relational contract theory therefore holds that express terms of relational contracts should serve their interpreters as “no more than an entry point to consideration of all the pertinent issues.”237

assessment of what he referred to as the “real deal” and was associated with the economic-relationalist law and economics movement. Macneil’s work, on the other hand, took a more normative-sociological stance and was characterized by some commentators as “sociological relationalism.” See, e.g., Robert E. Scott, The Promise and the Peril of Relational Contract Theory, in The Contracts Scholarship of Stewart Macaulay: On the Empirical and the Lyrical 105 (Jean Braucher, John Kidwell & William C. Whitford eds., 2013) (“The economic relationalist school developed directly from Macaulay in 1963, but the socio-relationalists departed from that tradition, influenced in large part by the work of Ian Macneil”).

234.IAN R. MACNEIL, THE NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT: AN INQUIRY INTO MODERN CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS, 10 (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1979) (“[E]very contract . . . involves relations apart from the exchange of goods itself.”); Ian R. Macneil, Reflections on Relational Contract Theory after a Neo-classical Seminar, in IMPLICIT DIMENSIONS OF CONTRACT 207-08 (David Campbell, Hugh Collins & John Wightman eds., 2003) (“[T]he core of relational contract theory is little more than a belief that analysis of transactions must always start with their context. . . . [E]very transaction is embedded in complex relations. Thus transactions may be treated as-if-discrete, but never in fact are discrete. . . . [U]nderstanding any transaction requires understanding all elements of its enveloping relations that might affect the transaction significantly.”) [hereinafter Macneil, Reflections].

235. Charles J. Goetz & Robert E. Scott, Principles of Relational Contracts, 67 VA. L. REV. 1089, 1091 (1981) (“A contract is relational to the extent that the parties are incapable of reducing important terms of the arrangement to well-defined obligations.”).

236. Id. at 1089.

237. Macneil, Reflections, supra note 234, at 210; see also Dori Kimel, The Choice of Paradigm for Theory of Contract: Reflections on the Relational Model, 27
The relational aspects of contracts, Macneil explains, are not one-size-fits-all. Instead, contracts are situated along a continuum. At the one end of this continuum is the "discrete contract,"238 which is the paradigmatic contractual relationship in classic contract law and is designed to govern an arm’s-length, isolated exchange of goods. It is unconcerned with the former or future relationship between the parties, and its contractual norms can typically be reduced into explicit terms. However, most contracts deviate from this paradigm, moving along a continuum that ends with the fully relational contract, which arranges a more complex or extensive long-term relationship and exists in a robust social context.239 When this conceptualization was considered against emerging concepts of neoclassical contract law and fitted into its categorizations, it was recast into the now-prevailing view that "there exists a class of relational contracts that deserves treatment as a special subcategory of the general contract law."240

238. Macneil, The New Social Contract, supra note 234, at 10 ("Discrete contract is one in which no relation exists between the parties apart from the simple exchange of goods.").


240. See Feinman, supra note 239, at 740. While Macneil articulated his theory in an all-encompassing manner, allegedly applicable to all contracts, he clearly recognized that different standards should apply to different contracts, based on the intensity of their relational characteristics. Macaulay also supported the application of different interpretive rules to different categories of contracts. See, e.g., Macaulay, Real and Paper Deal, supra note 231, at 79-80 ("In some situations, more formality and relatively clear default rules may be
The expectations of parties to relational contracts regarding contractual norms tend to differ from those of parties to discrete contracts. Unlike the discrete contractual arrangement, relational contracts emphasize “the common norms of a co-operative character,” aiming to ensure the “preservation of the relation” and premised on “contractual solidarity.” Such solidarity, according to Macneil, facilitates the necessary “belief in being able to depend on another.” Put differently, relational contracts are premised on “trust,” and relational contractual norms are designed to reflect and facilitate that trust among the parties a priori.

Where contracts are sufficiently relational (i.e., are to a large degree formed to arrange long-term relationships requiring complex or extensive arrangements), the theory stipulates, they will inherently include a set of implied relational norms that govern the relationship. These norms reflect legitimate competition between the parties’ competing interests, which is “bounded by integral acceptance of co-operation as operative within the contract.” As Robert Gordon observed in this respect, “the object of [relational] contracting is not primarily to allocate risks” but,

---


243. Ian R. Macneil, Exchange Revisited: Individual Utility and Social Solidarity, 96 Ethics 567, 572 (1986) (“Solidarity or social solidarity is a state of mind or, rather, a state of minds. It is a belief not only in future peace among those involved but also in future harmonious affirmative cooperation. (An equally good word for solidarity is ‘trust.’)”) (hereinafter Macneil, Exchange Revisited).

244. See Zhong Xing Tan, Disrupting doctrine? Revisiting the doctrinal impact of relational contract theory, 39 Legal Studies 98, 102 (2019) (explaining that the relational contract includes “more ‘cooperative’ norms, for instance the ‘solidarity’, ‘flexibility’ and ‘role integrity’ norms” and performance is “seen as part of a long-term ongoing integration of behaviour,” and the “incompleteness of the transaction indicates a need for future cooperation and sharing of benefits and burdens”).

245. Campbell, supra note 241, at 15.
rather, to “signify a commitment to cooperate.” Such a commitment requires that the parties respect one another’s mutual expectations and, to that end, go beyond the explicit terms of the contract. “In bad times,” Gordon stressed, “parties are expected to lend one another mutual support, rather than standing on their rights,” and “if unexpected contingencies occur resulting in severe losses, the parties are to search for equitable ways of dividing the losses.” Thus, as part of the effort to facilitate mutual trust and cooperation, the parties to a relational contract are expected, as well as contractually obligated, to share the burdens and benefits of the transaction and refrain from opportunistic behavior. This expectation and obligation are premised on notions of reciprocity and, importantly, fairness, which are essential for securing the long-term endurance of the relationship. Opportunistic behavior and unfair usurpation of benefits are antithetical to trust and, therefore, prohibited. As Macneil describes, “wherever one side is seen as hogging the exchange-surplus or otherwise misusing power … the solidary belief is in danger since people may begin to question the benefits of continued interdependence and hence its very existence.” Such unfair behavior, Macneil argues, may generate “disproportionate harm” to the contractual partner, in direct contradiction to the parties’ obligations.

---

246. See, e.g., Robert W. Gordon, Macaulay, Macneil, and the Discovery of Solidarity and Power in Contract Law, 1985 Wis. L. Rev. 565, 569 (1985) (“In the ‘relational’ view of Macaulay and Macneil, parties treat their contracts more like marriages than like one-night stands. Obligations grow out of the commitment that they have made to one another, and the conventions that the trading community establishes for such commitments; they are not frozen at the initial moment of commitment, but change as circumstances change.”).

247. Id.

248. See, e.g., Macneil, New Social Contract, supra note 234, at 578-79 (“The capacity of an exchange to produce exchange-surplus … constitutes a pool of wealth which can be shared as well as grabbed, shared not to make a gift but out of deep economic self-interest. … Over time, exchanges made with these long-range motivations produce norms to which the participants expect to adhere and to which they expect adherence from other participants.”).

249. See Feinman, supra note 242, at 740 (“In relational contracts, greater attention needs to be paid to the desirability of fairness and cooperation; in relational contracts, short-term self-interest sometimes needs to be subordinated to long-term self-interest.”).


251. See id. at 102-04.
Interdependence is another significant attribute of relational contracts, inherent to a relationship in which surplus can be produced only through cooperation and “division of labor.” Interdependence does not mean, however, that power asymmetries do not exist in the relational contractual relationship. On the contrary, they are often inevitable and can result from a preexisting imbalance or develop as circumstances change during the course of the relationship. Either way, abusing a power advantage with opportunistic behavior is strictly prohibited in relational contracts, and sharing the benefits fairly is required of the parties.

Hence, inherent to relational contracts is a series of implied norms that govern the relationship, which are generally premised on ensuring fair cooperation. Clearly, the existence of such implied norms does not categorically preempt the existence of explicit norms conveyed in writing.

252. See, e.g., Goetz & Scott, supra note 235, at 1092 (“[R]elational contracts create unique, interdependent relationships, wherein unknown contingencies or the intricacy of the required responses may prevent the specification of precise performance standards.”).

253. Id. ("Parties enter into relational contracts because such agreements present an opportunity to exploit certain economies. Each party wants a share of the benefits resulting from these economies and consequently seeks to structure the relationship so as to induce the other party to share the benefits of the exchange."); see also Macneil, Exchange Revisited, supra note 243, at 581 (“Relational specialized exchange . . . even where heavily motivated by desires to enhance individual utility, creates social solidarity through a sharing of exchange-surplus, through repeated following of norms, and through the web of interdependence resulting from the division of labor.”).

254. See Gordon, supra note 246, at 570:

In the messy and open-ended world of continuing contract relations, where the contours of obligation are constantly shifting, the effects of power imbalances are not limited to the concessions that parties can extort in the original bargain. Such imbalances tend to generate hierarchies that can gradually extend to govern every aspect of the relation in performance. This is the potential dark side of continuing contract relations, as organic solidarity is the bright side: what starts out as a mere inequity in market power can be deepened into persistent domination on one side and dependence on the other.

255. See Macneil, Exchange Revisited, supra note 243, at 578 (explaining that “[r]elational exchange . . . creates circumstances where the long-run individual economic . . . interests of each party conflict with any short run desires to maximize individual utility,” but it is the long-run facilitation of the relationship that must prevail).
nor their binding power. On the contrary, as Hanoch Dagan and Michael Heller stress, a typical feature of relational contracts is “the significance of what may be called ‘contract governance’” that puts “more emphasis . . . on the ‘operating relations’ of the parties and on ‘structures and processes.’” Moreover, where parties “become highly interdependent . . . their ‘relations tend to include both’ sharp divisions of benefits and burdens and a sharing of them.” These contractual schemes, typically detailed in writing, assist to ensure the adaptability of the contract and, thereby, guarantee the perseverance of the relationship. In addition, such structures and processes often also govern disputes that may arise between the parties, allowing contingencies to be addressed so as to sustain the relationship, rather than by legalistic adherence to the terms of an incomplete express contract. As Gordon succinctly explains, “each [party] will treat the other’s insistence on literal performance as willful obstructionism.”

To sum up, relational contracts are characterized by high levels of solidarity and trust between inherently interdependent parties and are designed to facilitate cooperation. They are innately incomplete and entail ongoing adjustment of obligations, require fair balancing of competing interests, and restrict opportunistic grabbing of the exchange-surplus. As I proceed to show, this is the inherent structure of social media contracting.

---


257. Id. (citation omitted).

258. Macneil, supra note 239, at 891 (“The function of dispute resolution mechanisms in discrete contracts is “to put an end to the dispute,” and “the process is a relatively simple and clean one.” Conversely, in relational contracts, such a mechanism will not do since “a main goal” for dispute resolution in this context is to allow the relationship’s “successful carrying on after the dispute is resolved or otherwise eliminated or avoided.”). See also Feinman, supra note 239, at 742 (“[H]armonization of relational conflict [is] particularly important in contracts with especially relational characteristics.”).

259. See Gordon, supra note 246, at 569.

260. See also Campbell, supra note 241, at 22 (“[R]elational norms . . . emphasize preservation of the relation and co-operative adjustment of obligations in order to do so.”).
B. The Relational Nature of Social Media Contracting

The relationship between users and platforms in the framework of their ongoing barter transaction is sufficiently characteristic of a relational contract to be included in this category. It includes: indispensable reliance on trust with regard to both data utilization and content-moderation services; a commitment to fairness and diligence; inherent incompleteness, with ongoing proportional adaptations to address contingencies that may arise; and, importantly, interdependence and cooperation between the parties in generating joint surplus.

David Hoffman has presented qualitative empirical findings supporting this classification.\textsuperscript{261} Based on interviews with social media personnel, he found that platforms’ subjective intention in designing the contractual scheme was to facilitate a long-term relationship of trust, where performance is "governed largely by users internalizing a set of rules created through brand alignment, informality, and interpersonal norms of reciprocity and fairness,"\textsuperscript{262} similar to an attempt to create "a classic relational contract."\textsuperscript{263} Yet Hoffman raises some reservations about the validity of this classification of social media contracting, suggesting, instead, to frame it as "a new form of contracting," which he terms "relational contracts of adhesion."\textsuperscript{264} This Section will challenge Hoffman’s proposed alternative conceptualization, arguing that it is unnecessary.

From a theoretical perspective, relational contract theory has never found it difficult to classify contracts of adhesion as relational. In fact, standard-form contracts were the first paradigm upon which Macaulay’s theory was originally tested;\textsuperscript{265} for Macneil, relational contract theory provided the only available theoretical justification for enforcing boilerplate contracts in consumer-seller settings, despite the consumer’s

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{261} See supra note 5.
  \item \textsuperscript{262} Id. at 1455.
  \item \textsuperscript{263} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{264} Id. at 1403.
  \item \textsuperscript{265} See Macaulay, Non-Contractual Relations, supra note 231, at 59 (grounding his findings on interviews with corporate personnel about the “battle of the forms,” i.e. — cases in which businesses establish commercial relationships by mutual consent to each other’s, often contradicting, standard-form contracts).
\end{itemize}
clear lack of consent. In other words, the “relationality” of a contract does not turn on its form but rather on its substance. This insight illuminates why Hoffman’s finding of platforms’ subjective intention to facilitate relational contracts with their users was to be expected. As this Section shows, social media contracting is inevitably relational, irrespective of the adhesive nature of ToS agreements. Social media’s inherent characteristics are what make its contracting relational, and the contractual scheme designed by platforms merely reflects this.

1. Incompleteness and Adaptability in an Ongoing Relationship

As described, a core characteristic of relational contracting is the inability to articulate definitive obligations in explicit terms, which results in an inevitably incomplete contract that is subject to future adjustment. Such adjustments are intended to support the endurance of the contractual relationship and should always balance between the competing interests. This characteristic is clearly evident in the social media contracting context.

As Klonick describes, platforms aim to create an environment “that reflects the expectations of their users,” and the content-moderation system they have designed “to match the expectations of users and to self-regulate” is “impressively intricate and responsive.” Under this system, internal rules and policies are “iteratively revised on an ongoing basis, and much more frequently than the external public-facing policy”; they are “constantly being updated . . . to rapidly reflect the norms and expectations of [] users.” Indeed, platforms aspire to create a service that attracts long-term user engagement through, amongst other things, constant adaptation to changing circumstances. Basic activities on social media, such as building profiles, developing communities, amassing followers, and establishing reputation, rely heavily on the long-term persistence of the platform-user relationship. In other words, social media contracting is, by its very nature, adaptable and ongoing.

The policies adopted by Facebook during the COVID-19 pandemic illustrate this dynamic process in which users’ expectations are formed and

267. See Klonick, supra note 11, at 1669.
268. Id. at 1664.
269. Id. at 1648.
270. Id. at 1649.
adjusted. In a March 2020 news release, Facebook announced that since January of that year, it had been removing “COVID-19 related misinformation that could contribute to imminent physical harm.” This statement, alongside the adoption and publication of complementary moderation policies, directly impacted users’ expectations with regard to the service provided by the platform: from the moment that Facebook began to remove such content, it was signaling to users that they were now prohibited from posting certain views about a prominent socially and politically controversial issue, which had previously generated substantial traffic. Significantly, users were also informed that they would generally not be exposed to such allegedly harmful opinions.

The adaptable nature of content moderation policies thus enables platforms to address new perceived dangers to users as they emerge. Indeed, little was known about the coronavirus when Facebook installed its COVID-19 policies. As it announced, “we regularly update the claims that we remove based on guidance from the WHO and other health authorities.” This underscores the inherent need for flexibility in moderation policies and, at the same time, their inevitable incompleteness given the inability to foresee future contingencies and to translate terms like “harmful content” into comprehensive obligations. Facebook’s COVID-19 policies, as well as its explicit rationale for adopting them, also convey that moderation policies are designed to protect users in their exposure to content on the platform and that Facebook is committed to safeguarding their interests in its decision-making.

Moderation policies’ innate flexibility and adaptability to shifts in public interests have two crucial and complementary implications for understanding the essence and purpose of the contractual arrangement. First, the dynamic nature of moderation policies reinforces the understanding that the social media contractual arrangement is not intended to facilitate a one-time, short-term interaction (i.e., a discrete


273. See Clegg, supra note 271.
transaction) but, rather, to regulate an evolving, long-term relational interaction that requires constant adjustment. Second, in terms of the underlying rationale for policy changes, such adaptations are often intended to secure the safe space necessary to facilitate as much speech as possible in the long term. Indeed, moderation policies and practice communicate a message about the safety and character of speech on the platform and, in so doing, allow more speech and not less.274 Keeping platforms safe for user participation is, therefore, in the interest of users (at least as a collective) and platforms alike.

This exposes another aspect of social media contracting that supports the relational contract classification: namely, in order to maintain a long-term relationship with users, platforms must at least occasionally demonstrate concern for users’ interests. To illustrate, when Twitter (now X) decided to suspend Donald Trump’s account, it asserted that this was in the interest of protecting its users’ social safety275 and it did so despite the loss of benefits it reaped from the exceptional traffic his tweets generated. Facebook’s COVID-19 policies can be construed as similarly motivated. As Gillespie insightfully notes, “[p]latform moderators like to think that their guidelines already represent the values of users, and are responsive to shifting norms and practices, a ‘living document’ that moves with their user community.”276

Thus, moderation policies are designed to adaptively address users’ concerns and interests. Platforms uphold and adjust these policies, at times in a short-term, supposedly “altruistic,” fashion, and view these adaptations as crucial for facilitating a vibrant community in the long-term. Moreover, whether such adaptations are motivated by purely reputational gain is irrelevant. From a contractual perspective, a platform’s attempt to boost its reputation by providing certain assurances creates user expectations that are injected into the contractual relationship.

274. See, e.g., Community Standards, FACEBOOK, supra note 7 (“The goal of our Community Standards has always been to create a place for expression and give people a voice. Meta wants people to be able to talk openly about the issues that matter to them, even if some may disagree or find them objectionable.”); Terms of Service, FACEBOOK, supra note 6 (“People will only build community on Meta Products if they feel safe and secure.”).
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2. Interdependence and Cooperation in Creating the Exchange-Surplus

As explained, relational contracts are created to facilitate cooperation between interdependent parties. This interdependence is inherent to relationships with a sharp division of labor,277 where each party fills a different role in generating the joint surplus. In such relationships, cooperation is vital. And indeed, one of the purposes of social media contracting is to enable such an interdependent and cooperative endeavor. Users are full participants in the production of social media278 and are just as necessary as platforms for generating its value. The multiple roles users play in de facto producing platforms’ services make social media platforms definitionally dependent on users for having anything of value to sell. In other words, if “content moderation” is the commodity sold by platforms, then users produce its first half. As Elkin-Koren et al. stress in this regard, “while social media platforms generate their profits from advertising, it is users who provide the bricks from which the platforms build their business model.”279 They further explain:

Users of social media platforms play multiple roles. Besides being consumers of services supplied by the platform…users themselves are also providers of content and supply added value to platforms, in ways that affect the myriad interests of other users of the platform and shape their…expectations. Since the value of usage to each user, and subsequently also to the platform, is generated by engagement among users, users should be conceived as “partners” with the platform in a contractual network that aims at a collaborative goal.280

Users’ multiplicity of roles in social media reinforces the relationality of the transaction and is evidence of the scope and complexity of cooperation

277. Macneil, supra note 234, at 581.
278. Hoffman, supra note 5, at 1397-98 (“The modern consumer experience now includes participation in the creation of goods and services. Firms enlist consumers in building intellectual property. They ask us to review goods and services, and use those reviews in driving future sales. Platforms match users with each other, seeking to disintermediate established transportation and distribution networks. Overall, consumer agency, not passivity, is the rhetoric, if not the reality, of the ‘sharing economy.’”).
279. Elkin-Koren et al., supra note 2, at 991.
280. Id. at 1035.
between the parties. Partnership—a typical example of relational contracting—indeed comes close to describing this relationship between platforms and users. This relationship is ultimately a joint effort aimed at creating joint surplus. The parties consensually enter into a relationship based on ongoing bilateral transactions (that is, each party both "sells" to and "buys" from the other) and assume the roles necessary for the success of the joint effort. Users thereby become both producers and consumers of content, as well as providers of data and targets of advertising. This allows platforms to focus on their distinct roles as disseminators and moderators of content, alongside coordinators of the advertising it carries, which ensures the endeavor's economic viability. Indeed, barter exchanges, which are often present in relational contracts, tend to increase the parties' interdependence and facilitate credible commitments for greater cooperation in the future.  

The duality of users' participation in social media makes it tricky to analogize social media contracting to a single established category of relational contracts. However, when we combine two relational contract analogies, each pertaining to a different component of user participation, the interdependence embedded in the user-platform relationship becomes evident. Where users act as content producers, the contractual relationship can be easily analogized to a manufacturer-distributor or writer-publisher relationship. At the same time, where users act as consumers of content, paying platforms with their personal information, the interaction can be framed in supplier-fabricator terms: users are suppliers of data and attention, while platforms are fabricators that turn these raw materials into valuable advertisement spaces, which are subsequently monetized through third-party acquisition.  

These are archetypical types of relational contracts that entail substantial interdependence based on division of labor and profound, ongoing cooperation.

3. Solidarity and Trust

The third fundamental aspect of the social media transaction that grounds its classification as relational contracting is the parties' indispensable reliance on solidarity and trust, which are pervasive in every element of the contractual arrangement.
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As described above, platforms use their moderation policies to generate users’ trust, thereby "enhanc[ing] their brand." Community guidelines, as Gillespie asserts, "constitute a gesture" to users "that the platform will honor and protect online speech and at the same time shield them from offense and abuse." Platforms, in turn, must also trust users not to abuse their access to the service and rely heavily on user self-censorship in this regard. Furthermore, as reflected in the contractual best efforts standard of liability, since moderation policies are impossible to reduce into a set of specific rules and since platforms avoid subjecting themselves to stringent transparency demands regarding the design of their algorithm and its impact, users must rely on platforms’ good will in performing the contract. In other words, users must trust that platforms make their best effort to moderate in accordance with users’ expectations and have no substantive ability to monitor platforms’ activity.

The high degree of trust needed to sustain the user-platform relationship is also a constitutive element of the platforms’ business model, which is grounded on the monetization of personal data. As Balkin explains, platforms induce users to trust them so as to facilitate the extraction of their personal data, whether or not that inducement is also made explicit. Thus, users allow platforms to use their data to curate their content and to target their attention and therefore should be able to trust that, in so doing, the platforms will not disproportionately harm them.

283. See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
284. See Hoffman, supra note 5, at 1444.
285. See Gillespie, supra note 57, at 47.
286. See Hoffman, supra note 5, at 1455 ("Performance is [] governed largely by users internalizing a set of rules created through brand alignment, informality, and interpersonal norms of reciprocity and fairness."); Gillespie, supra note 57, at 48 (quoting several platforms’ community guidelines and demonstrating their plight to respect moderation policies).
287. Even transparency reports provided under regulatory mandates do not give out sufficient information. See Douek, supra note 1, at 572-77 (defining such reports as "transparency theater").
288. See, e.g., Balkin, Information Fiduciaries, supra note 145, at 1224-25 ("Digital information fiduciaries may be held to reasonable ethical standards of trust and confidentiality, even if they do not make specific representations, because of the nature and kind of business they are in.").
4. Fairness and Diligence

Platforms go to great lengths, and for good reason, to convince users that they conduct fair content moderation, both procedurally and substantively.\(^\text{289}\) The social media contractual arrangement accords platforms with substantial discretionary power in delineating their own rights and obligations with respect to both content moderation and data monetization. As stated in the Draft Restatement of Consumer Contracts, “[a] contract or any term that grants the business discretion to determine its rights and obligations must be interpreted, when reasonably susceptible to such interpretation, to provide that such discretion will be exercised reasonably and in good faith.”\(^\text{290}\) Thus, broad discretion is accompanied by the expectation that it will be exercised fairly and responsibly, requiring reasonable diligence in performance and good faith. As explained below, a best efforts commitment corresponds with this requirement, as it implies fairness and diligence in performing the contractual obligation.\(^\text{291}\)

Moreover, given the unique privacy concerns attached to the possession of another’s personal data, its use is typically regulated more carefully, with concrete limits set on its utilization and a requirement of strict adherence to relevant legal and contractual norms.\(^\text{292}\) Nonetheless, platforms retain substantial decision-making discretion regarding specific data monetization and utilization opportunities that fall within the scope of permitted uses. For example, though platforms are prohibited from transferring data to third-party opioid advertisers, they may choose to show their ads to users who demonstrate signs of opioid addiction. Balkin addresses similar concerns, highlighting users’ expectations that although


\(^{290}\) Supra note 218, § 5(a).

\(^{291}\) See infra Section V.A.

\(^{292}\) See supra notes 138-43 and accompanying text.
platforms “should be able to monetize some uses of personal data,” they should refrain from using it “in unexpected ways” to users’ “disadvantage” or “in ways that violate some other important social norm.” In other words, users expect platforms to balance their self-interests and users’ interests in a fair and responsible manner. Accordingly, users expect platforms to curb their profit-maximizing efforts when they could cause significant harm to users. This expectation is consistent with the relational contract model, which prohibits the infliction of disproportionate harm.

Behavior that causes disproportionate harm to the contractual partner, Macneil contends, is fundamentally inimical to the relationship. “Whenever one side is seen as ... misusing power,” contractual solidarity is jeopardized, and the parties will question the benefits of continued interdependence.

This is the context that should be interpolated into judicial interpretations of data monetization-related undertakings. For example, when Meta undertakes to use personal information so as to present users with advertisements that it believes are “relevant” to them, the term “relevant” should be interpreted as “potentially beneficial” and “not likely to cause disproportionate harm.” Analogous to a best efforts commitment, this undertaking requires Meta to fairly and diligently balance the parties’ competing interests with respect to the personal data in the platform’s possession.

5. Human Rights and Procedural Requirements

Social media platforms often go a long way to show their commitment to human rights, democratic values, and public safety. One notable example can be found in the Facebook Oversight Board (FOB), as expressed in its Charter. The FOB is an institution charged with overseeing Facebook’s moderation decisions by reviewing selected appeals from impacted

293. See Balkin, Information Fiduciaries, supra note 145, at 1227.
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296. See Terms of Service, Facebook, supra note 6 (“By using our Products, you agree that we can show you ads that we think may be relevant to you and your interests. We use your personal data to help determine which personalized ads to show you.”).
users.\textsuperscript{297} It consists of a diverse and reputable board of members who enjoy substantial leeway.\textsuperscript{298} The FOB's decisions are binding on Meta when pertaining to specific content,\textsuperscript{299} and it is designed to function similar to a "supreme court" for content moderation.\textsuperscript{300} As for its substantive law, on top of commitment to apply Facebook's Community Standards, the FOB's Charter includes an explicit commitment to protect the freedom of expression\textsuperscript{301} and an express undertaking to duly balance this human right against other considerations.\textsuperscript{302} Similar commitments are also found in Facebook's Community Standards themselves,\textsuperscript{303} are conveyed in public
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announcements made by Facebook executives, and are also reflected in other platforms’ publicly expressed positions. A recent tweet by Elon Musk, X’s owner and former CEO, provides another illustration of platforms’ express commitment to free speech and public safety. In response to a report accusing X of presenting advertisements next to neo-Nazi content and other hate speech, Musk announced: “Above everything, including profit, X works to protect the public’s right to free speech.” Such commitment to freedom of speech, Musk reasoned, is crucial for having a “thriving democracy” and a “flourishing society.” This explicit pledge by X’s CEO to prioritize freedom of speech is naturally balanced against X’s commitment “to keep the platform safe from hateful conduct, abusive behavior, and any violation of

304. See, e.g., Bickert, supra note 112, at 4 (“Facebook has [] joined the call for new regulatory frameworks for online content—frameworks that ensure companies are making decisions about online speech in a way that minimizes harm but also respects the fundamental right to free expression.”); Miranda Sisson, Our Commitment to Human Rights, META (Mar. 16, 2021), https://about.fb.com/news/2021/03/our-commitment-to-human-rights/ [https://perma.cc/V778-RQZU] (“At Facebook, we’re committed to respecting human rights in our business operations, product development, policies and programming.”).
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Twitter’s rules”\(^{309}\) or, for instance, to safeguard the integrity of democratic processes\(^ {310}\); and striking a proper balance between these competing priorities inevitably requires X to establish suitable policies and processes, a commitment it readily accepts.\(^ {311}\)

The upshot of these examples is twofold. First, they show that leading platforms’ explicitly undertake to implement human rights and acknowledge their responsibility to protect public safety and democratic values. Second, these examples underscore that a commitment to this complex balancing of rights and interests inherently entails a commitment to designing fair and effective procedures.\(^ {312}\) Relational contract theory sheds light on these commitments and explains why they should be viewed as part and parcel of the contractual arrangement. Platforms’ undertakings in this regard attest to and reinforce the relational nature of social media contracting. As Robert Gordon contends, relational contract theory shows how “economic purposes and actions are deeply embedded in social fields, in densely woven webs of local customs, conventional morals, bonds of loyalty and entrenched power hierarchies.”\(^ {313}\) Furthermore, according to Macneil, relational contract theory offers “a vision of factors” that allows “humanitarian conclusions.”\(^ {314}\) Relational contracts, he explains, manifest “such broad norms as distributive justice, liberty, human dignity, social equality and inequality, and procedural justice” among others.\(^ {315}\) While these considerations do not necessarily appear in every relational contract, they are clearly compatible with the norms and expectations manifested by social media contracting. Platforms’ repeatedly expressed assurances regarding users’ free speech, public safety, and procedural fairness thus demonstrate and intensify the relational nature of social media contracting.
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Relational contract analysis supports recognizing human rights and procedural fairness requirements as inherent to the contractual arrangement and can justify their wider adoption as fundamental standards in social media governance.

C. Relational Contracting En Masse

A potential weakness in the approach proposed here is its seemingly individualistic perspective. As Douek argues with respect to content moderation, an individualized “post-by-post” focus is misguided and will likely result in an inappropriate legal response, for it is not a single user that counts but rather the “system” as a whole.\footnote{316} Indeed, an individualistic approach is inherently incomplete for understanding how social media operates. It may also lack the ability to fully account for all the interests involved. But the contractual approach proposed here can avoid this pitfall. It espouses a more comprehensive analysis, that looks beyond the bilateral dimension of user-platform relationships. As this Section explains, relational contract theory provides normative underpinnings for adding an aggregatory dimension to the contractual examination, thus demanding complex and widespread interest balancing that accounts for the multi-layered structure of the interests involved.

Let us first return to the insights implicit in the public law analogies for social media governance. When devising their content moderation policies, platforms necessarily take a network-oriented approach. They generate moderation rules and procedures necessary for supporting a public of users\footnote{317} and engage in “governance.”\footnote{318} Like states, platforms develop means and tools for managing the masses—a system of “mass speech administration”\footnote{319}—and this is how they perceive their business. An individualistic approach to content moderation is, therefore, insufficient for comprehensively understanding content moderation. Similarly, it is also impossible to make sense of data-related practices and policies using an individualistic lens alone. Rather, to understand how platforms harness and monetize data, we must grasp the “fundamentally collective nature of data,” i.e., “that the personalized content a user receives is strongly driven by rich
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data gathered about other users around the globe." Relational contract theory provides the framework for achieving such an understanding without stepping outside the borders of the parties’ agreement.

Relational contracts, as stated, are all about context; they are never detached from the social environment in which they exist. The parties’ expectations are necessarily formed within a social context, and contractual norms are designed to protect those context-contingent expectations. In the social media context, contractual norms can and do arise in all “dimensions” of the social interaction between users and platforms. They arise from: (1) the individualistic dimension (platform—specific user), (2) the communal dimension (platform—network/group of users), and (3) the societal dimension (platform—public as a whole). All such norms should be accorded equal attention, irrespective of the relational “dimension” from which they emerge. This means, inter alia, that ignoring the aggregatory (i.e. non-individualistic) dimensions of social media contracting results in important contractual norms being overlooked.

Going beyond users’ interests as “nodes” in the contractual network constellation enriches the analysis and makes it more accurate. A similar point was stressed by Elkin-Koren et al. in advocating for a “contractual network” approach to social media relationships. This approach can arguably be framed as a subcategory of relational contracting that allows focusing on network-oriented contractual norms. This focus, however, which elevates one (important) dimension over others, lacks the commitment of relational contract theory to provide a holistic analysis that treats any norm-generating dimension of the interaction as rigorously as is contextually required. Indeed, individual interests may diverge quite
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significantly from what is best for the network.\footnote{See Elkin-Koren et al., supra note 2, at 1038 (suggesting that platforms’ goals should be to “maximize the production and sharing of content online”).} For example, a prohibition on generating disproportionate hardship to individual users, as mandated by a bilateral relational contract analysis, could produce a balance that occasionally favors the individual’s interests over those of the network.

Furthermore, as Balkin rightly notes, “large platforms like Facebook, Google, and Amazon have so many end users that a requirement that they must act in the interests of their end users effectively requires them to act in the interests of the public as a whole.”\footnote{Jack M. Balkin, The Fiduciary Model of Privacy, 134 HArV. L. Rev. 11, 18 (October 9, 2020) [hereinafter Balkin, The Fiduciary Model of Privacy].} In relational contract language, this means that once the public of users is large enough to converge in all important respects with the general public in its entirety, a comprehensive contractual analysis must address also aggregatory interests that have become public interests. For example, platforms’ ability to destabilize and engineer the social order, both through moderation policies and data exploitation, is nearly unparalleled, and users can legitimately expect that this ability will not be used in a way that is harmful to them.\footnote{See Balkin, supra note 145, at 1190-94. See also Jonathan Zittrain, Engineering an Election: Digital Gerrymandering Poses a Threat to Democracy, 127 Harv. L. Rev. F. 335, 335-36 (2014); Zittrain, Facebook Could Decide an Election, supra note 145.} This expectation requires platforms to weigh the public interest when addressing phenomena like misinformation, hate speech, organized silencing, targeted harassment, mass utilization of trolls and bots, and harvesting and exploitation of personal data.\footnote{See generally Wu, supra note 1.} Platforms are thus expected to consider the societal impact of their decision-making. Users’ interests in such cases inevitably extend beyond their individual or communal well-being and relate also to their need for social stability, public safety, and collective liberty. A similar point was recently stressed by Rory Van Loo, who thoroughly showed how an excessively narrow understanding of consumer law has led scholars and policymakers to overlook its ability to...
address various areas of concern, including social media and the inimical impact of disinformation on democratic resilience. As he stated:

[F]ully weighing consumers’ interests with respect to a transaction means not only viewing the immediate economic effects that the transaction has on the consumer—such as the immediate financial harm—but also the ways that many such transactions, aggregated across society or over the course of a consumer’s life, affect that consumer’s less immediate personal interests, such as in democracy and long-term health.

Van Loo’s analysis, however, primarily focused on public law aspects of consumer law, calling for more comprehensive regulatory and legislative action to allow consumer law to fulfill its public purposes. The approach suggested here outlines a different path, offering tools and rationales for implementing public-oriented considerations through private law adjudication, thereby circumventing the substantial constitutional and political barriers often associated with direct regulatory frameworks.

The kind of multi-dimensional interest balancing suggested here is not a far cry from established practices. Indeed, platforms often engage in this balancing and openly undertake to act accordingly. What follows, is that
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334. See supra Section IV.B.5. Furthermore, moderation decisions such as Facebook’s COVID-19 policies or Twitter’s ban on Donald Trump following the January 6th assault on the Capitol illustrate platforms’ commitment to “public
users are entitled to bring contractual claims to protect their legitimate expectations in all dimensions in which relational norms are generated and are operating, whether as individuals, as members of a network, or as members of the public as a whole. Importantly, recognizing the collective dimensions of the interaction, and enforcing the obligations they include, is distinct from a public policy analysis, which relies on extraneous norm-setting. To more accurately reflect the parties' expectations, it may be

safety” and democratic resilience. More generally, many platforms' prohibitions, such as restrictions on hate speech or incitement to violence, are inherently group-bound and cannot be understood without accounting for users' interests as members of the public at large. Another illustration can be found in Facebook’s prohibition on misinformation, which states, inter alia, as follows: “We remove misinformation where it is likely to directly contribute to the risk of imminent physical harm. We also remove content that is likely to directly contribute to interference with the functioning of political processes and certain highly deceptive manipulated media.” See Misinformation, FACEBOOK, https://transparency.fb.com/policies/community-standards/misinformation/ [https://perma.cc/974C-3R7L]. At face value, these undertakings are not contingent on harm to users as individuals, but represent a commitment to their safety as members of society and to public safety writ large.

335. Avoiding top-down imposition of norms and relying on private enforcement through litigation are two crucial components of the contractual approach suggested here, which sets it apart from other proposals. In particular, these characteristics distinguish it from Van Loo's proposal to harness consumer law for regulating social media platforms. According to Van Loo, if employed correctly, consumer law can offer “efficient ways to address some externalities and can in other contexts make up for political shortcomings.” Van Loo, supra note 182, at 2107. Therefore, he argues, “the field should incorporate a broader set of considerations, including the environment, health, democracy, and distribution.” Id. For this purpose, Van Loo appeals primarily to regulators and legislators, urging them to adopt a “public priority principle,” which “can direct consumer law to intervene when efficiency or other interests dictate that it is the best way to advance societal goals, regardless of whether those goals are within the traditionally narrow purview of consumer protection.” Id. Conversely, the approach proposed here does not view societal harms as “externalities” to be addressed through regulatory encroachment. Rather, it views such harms as intrinsic to the relationship and potentially produced by a direct breach of contractual obligations voluntarily adopted by the parties. Given the unique attributes of social media, the structure of the contractual relationships that undergird it, and the parties' ensuing expectations, concerns such as public safety, social stability, human
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beneficial to conceptualize an aggregate party in the relational contract (such as the “network” or the “public”) and examine the platform’s responsibilities toward this collective entity. This theoretical tool may assist in analyzing relational contracting on a large scale, or “en masse.” It can be particularly effective in class action litigation, aiding to recognize group-bound commitments as they transition from aggregatory dimensions into bilateral interactions, thereby influencing contractual expectations within this framework.

D. Relational Contract Theory: Bridging the Gap Between Theory and Doctrine

The friction between relational contract theory and contract law doctrine has produced a somewhat ambiguous outcome. On the one hand, while many contract law scholars and economists have enthusiastically embraced this novel category of contractual arrangements, courts have generally been reluctant to develop and commit to a unified body of legal doctrine pertaining to “relational contracts.”336 Consequently, the direct translation of relational contract theory into a well-defined body of doctrine remains scarce.337 On the other hand, the development and influence of relational contract theory in academic discourse have been suspiciously

---

336. See, e.g., Richard E. Speidel, The Characteristics and Challenges of Relational Contracts, 94 NW. U. L. REV. 823, 824 (2000) (“[E]ven though courts regularly deal with contracts that have relational characteristics, the literature about relational contract theory has not trickled down to, much less influenced, the judicial decision process.”); Melvin A. Eisenberg, Why There Is No Law of Relational Contracts, 94 NW. U. L. REV. 805, 805 (2000) (“The identification of relational contracts as a critical construct and an important field of study has led to important insights concerning the economics and sociology of contracting. It has not, however, led to a body of relational contract law.”).

337. Different authors offered different rationales for this result. See, e.g., Alan Schwartz, Relational Contracts in the Courts: An Analysis of Incomplete Agreements and Judicial Strategies, 21 J. LEGAL STUD. 271 (1992) (reasoning that courts often prefer formalistic adherence to contractual terms instead of engaging in contextual gap-filling because of institutional constraints); Eisenberg, supra note 336 (arguing that the inability to define “relational contracts” as a distinguishable class of contracts created an impasse to the theory’s general applicability, despite its contributions in specific areas of contract law).
correlated with significant shifts in various fields of contract law doctrine.\textsuperscript{338} This correlation may suggest a substantial \textit{indirect} influence of relational contact theory on contract law.\textsuperscript{339} The intricate and largely empirical questions of whether and how relational contract theory affected contract law in practice go beyond the scope of this Article. However, for our purposes suffice it to note that courts possess ample doctrinal resources to enforce relational contractual norms, and they have arguably done so in other contexts in the past, without formally adopting the "relational contract" label.\textsuperscript{340}

\textsuperscript{338} See, e.g., Feinman, supra note 239, at 744 ("[W]hile the mainstream of contract law and contract law scholarship has been proceeding without the benefit of relational contract theory, developments in particular kinds of cases have suggested its relevance."). See also infra notes 344-348 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{339} On top of the emergence of specific sub-fields of contract law arguably manifesting relational contract principles, which are further discussed immediately below, different scholars also demonstrated how relational contract principles best explain the outcome in exemplary case law. See, e.g., Speidel, supra note 336, at 831-37 (discussing Oglebay Norton Co. v. Armco, Inc., 556 N.E.2d 515 (Ohio 1990), which involved a long-term contract for the shipping of iron ore); Macaulay, \textit{Real and Paper Deal}, supra note 231, at 71-79 (analyzing three cases involving a long-term toll conversion contract and contracts for the treatment of used uranium). For more recent case law, see Kamco Supply Co. v. On the Right Track, LLC, 149 A.D.3d 275, 277 (N.Y. App. Div. 2017) ("This appeal presents a rare opportunity to consider the circumstances under which a party's conduct, in the course of performing what may be described as a relational contract, may support an inference that a material right under the contract has been prospectively waived."). However, despite invoking relational contract theory as a basis for its analysis of a long-term supply distribution agreement, the Kamco court eventually relied on generally applicable doctrine and mentioned the limited direct impact of relational contract theory among lawyers. \textit{Id.} at 277 n.1. These examples, accordingly, mostly evince relational contract theory’s explanatory power and its indirect implementation through regular contract law doctrine.

\textsuperscript{340} See, e.g., Speidel, supra note 336, at 837 ("There is enough flexibility in modern contract law when applied by a good court to temper the tension between disputes under relational contracts (the square peg) and a law developed for other types of contracts (the round hole).”). See also Feinman, supra note 239, at 739 ("[R]elational contract has been described in terms of scope, method, and substance that allow it to be comfortably accommodated within the mainstream of [modern contract law].").
In particular, the tendency of modern contract law toward fragmentation\(^{341}\) and contextualization\(^{342}\) is highly consistent with relational contract theory. This tendency, Feinman argues, has effectively allowed for the “spinning off” of subfields—such as insurance law, landlord-tenant law, and product liability—that are premised on principles very much aligned with those stressed by Macneil.\(^{343}\) As Feinman illustrated in this respect, by contextually employing traditional contract law doctrines and terminology (e.g. “reasonable expectations,” “good faith,” “[w]aiver and estoppel,” “misrepresentation,” “implied warranties,” etc.), courts have developed these fields to materially reflect many of the substantive and methodical insights of relational contract theory.\(^{344}\) “Therefore,” Feinman argues, doctrinal implementations of relational norms can be pursued by “identify[ing] and develop[ing] additional subfields that can operate as independent relational contexts, as do insurance, landlord-tenant, and products liability law.”\(^{345}\)

---

341. *Id.* at 738-39 (Modern, or ’neoclassical,’ contract law is “residual and fragmented.” It is fragmented “in that the unitary principles are not necessarily applied in the same way in all types of cases. We have seen the recognition of transaction types—for example, the law of sales is part of the general law of contract but marked off for separate treatment.”).

342. *See* Speidel, *supra* note 336, at 825 (“Modern contract law, when concerned with issues of liability and remedy, starts with the separate bargain and works its way back into the surrounding context. It is a variation of realist thinking, which insisted that contract law should respond to the transaction in context, focused on the facts of each case rather than doctrine, and placed great confidence in the courts to resolve context disputes.” (internal citations omitted)).


344. *Id.* at 745-46 (arguing that the analyses provided by courts in well-known case law in these fields “all speak of reciprocity, propriety of means, restraint of power, and the like within the relation and within relations of the type, and they all apply supra-contract norms to reshape the law”).

345. *Id.* at 746. As Feinman further stressed in this respect, “[d]evelopments in these areas have been to a considerable extent pro-consumer,” even if not uniformly, and “involve settings in which there are characteristically (though not always) relations of inequality.” *Id.* Arguably, relational contract theory can similarly explain new developments in consumer contract law, as recently reflected in the Draft Restatement of Consumer Contracts. *See, e.g., supra* notes 218 and 290 and accompanying text, addressing Am. Law Inst., Revised Tentative Draft No. 2 (June 2022), section 5(b) of the Draft Restatement, which
The theoretical and factual backgrounds provided above can offer justification for adopting this approach, as well as guidance for its implementation, in the context of social media contracting. As stated, the divergence of this contractual arrangement from typical consumer contracts warrants a similar divergence in contract law analysis and application for courts to properly adjudicate contractual disputes between users and platforms. Moreover, the prevalence of social media contracting today further underscores the need to design a specialized framework for addressing this wide-scale phenomenon. Such considerations arguably support the development of a new contract law subfield, aptly named "social media law," which could produce a more robust and coherent legal framework. Nonetheless, distinguishing social media contracting from other fields of contract law is by no means a prerequisite for implementing the proposed approach. Nuanced implementation of existing contract doctrines can achieve substantial progress in this respect, and initial steps toward such implementation are accordingly proposed below.

V. LITIGATING SOCIAL MEDIA: A DOCTRINAL FRAMEWORK FOR ADJUDICATING PLATFORM-USER DISPUTES

Having crossed over into the world of private law, and having provided a theoretical framework to better understand relational norms and horizontal obligations in the social media context, we can now proceed to outline the potential practical implications of the proposed approach. In this Part, I accordingly provide a doctrinal analysis to equip courts and litigators...
with practical tools for redressing social media harms through contract-based adjudication.

Indeed, the application of contract law to social media contracting, properly construed, invites a reimagining of the legal duties of social media platforms. As will be explained below, applied correctly, contract law doctrine can certainly facilitate the imposition of fairness and diligence duties on platforms with regard to content moderation. Consequently, contract law doctrine can be applied to bar platforms from acting selfishly or opportunistically, from arbitrarily imposing one-sided policies, from inflicting disproportionate harm, and from making users bear the entire burden of failures to enforce moderation policies. The proposed contractual approach can also offer useful tools for addressing some of the problems associated with platforms’ data-related practices and even their business model itself, and it can importantly provide a long-sought legal hook for the judicial enforcement of norms such as human rights and procedural fairness—an outcome advocated by many. However, to prevent excessive judicial encroachment on platforms’ discretion, the doctrinal solutions should be carefully selected, and a deferential standard of review, alongside a clear preference for equitable remedies, should be adopted. Should courts adopt the suggested doctrinal solutions, they will then have to contend with the significant challenge of gradually developing a common law of social media, a mission I believe to be long overdue.

A. Best Efforts Commitments: Good Faith and Diligence in Content Moderation

As stated above, one of the central differences between social media contracting and traditional consumer contracts is that the service platforms provide cannot be thoroughly defined in specific terms. Key aspects of content moderation are necessarily flexible and entail contextual, ad hoc decision-making. This inevitably affords platforms substantial discretion concerning the core features of the service they offer for sale. That is, platforms can define the substantive content of their obligations (e.g., what constitutes restricted hate speech) and have leeway to devise policies and systems for their performance (e.g., how the algorithm treats borderline cases). For this reason, in social media contracting, the strict liability standard is replaced by a best efforts commitment. Inevitably, users must trust that platforms do, in fact, do their “best” to meet users’ expectations.

---

346. See supra notes 33-34 and accompanying text.
347. See supra Section II.B.2.
The term “best efforts” as a contractual commitment has generated much confusion over the decades. While some courts have equated the best efforts commitment with the duty to act in good faith, Edward Farnsworth asserted that these duties should be distinguished from one another, with best efforts having “diligence as its essence.” The best efforts obligation, he elaborates, imposes a “more exacting obligation” compared to the duty of good faith, “though it presumably falls short of the standard required of a fiduciary, who is required ‘to act primarily for the benefit of another in matters connected with his undertaking.” Thus, under Farnsworth’s construction, a best efforts commitment imposes a more rigorous duty than good faith but less rigorous than loyalty. For our purposes, we can call this a duty of fairness.


349. EDWARD A. FARNSWORTH, FARNSWORTH ON CONTRACTS 383 (2d ed. 2001) (“Good faith is a standard that has honesty and fairness at its core and that is imposed on every party to a contract. Best efforts is a standard that has diligence as its essence and is imposed on those contracting parties that have undertaken such performance.”).

350. Id. at 383-84.

351. Admittedly, there is no consensus about the definition of either good faith or loyalty. For concise and enlightening summaries of the different approaches to these topics, see Alan D. Miller & Ronen Perry, Good Faith Performance, 98 IOWA L. REV. 689 (2013), and Andrew S. Gold, The Loyalties of Fiduciary Law, in PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF FIDUCIARY LAW (Andrew S. Gold & Paul B. Miller eds. 2014). I will treat “good faith” as a duty that limits self-interested behavior only to the extent that such behavior objectively frustrates others’ ability to pursue their self-interest as they legitimately expected. Put more simply, the duty of “good faith” sets boundaries for the reciprocal pursuit of self-interest within interpersonal relationships. Conversely, a duty of loyalty sets a selflessness standard, requiring the duty bearer to exclusively pursue the best interests of another. A duty of “fairness,” as used here, could be framed as an intermediary duty, allowing self-interestedness, but also demanding a degree of selflessness or considerateness. Duty-bearers are thus required to engage in equitable interest balancing—accounting for both parties’ competing interests. A duty of fairness requires parties to pursue joint welfare maximization, without usurping the other’s legitimate share of the benefits or inflicting disproportionate harm.
In *Bloor v. Falstaff Brewing*, the Second Circuit in fact adopted just such an “intermediate” standard, aspiring for “proportionality.” In this case, the defendant undertook to make its best efforts to promote the beer manufactured by the plaintiff. It was found, however, that the defendant had engaged “in a number of misfeasances and nonfeasances, which could have accounted in substantial measure for the catastrophic drop” in the plaintiff’s beer sales. The court concluded that despite the defendant’s “right to give reasonable consideration to its own interests,” it had “breached its duty to use best efforts” to promote the plaintiff’s beer. Thus, the *Bloor* court’s finding aligned with Farnsworth’s assertion: namely, a best efforts obligation does not bar the promisor from considering her own interests. At the same time, however, it also imposes an “added obligation” to that originating from the implied warranty of good faith. Indeed, “[b]est efforts’ requires more than ‘good faith’, which is an implied covenant in all contracts.

Like other case-law on this matter, *Bloor* applies a standard of reasonableness. That is, the promisor may “reasonably consider” her own interests when she takes measures to promote the promisee’s interests. As another court stated in a subsequent case, “[c]ourts construing a best-efforts provision that does not specify the performance to be required commonly hold the promisor to the standard of the diligence a reasonable

---

352. 601 F.2d 609 (2d Cir. 1979).


354. *Bloor*, 601 F.2d at 614.

355. *Id*.

356. *Id*.


358. *See, e.g.*, Coady Corp. v. Toyota Motor Distrbs., 361 F.3d 50, 59 (1st Cir. 2004) (stating that the term best efforts “is implicitly qualified by a reasonableness test – it cannot mean everything possible under the sun”); *see also* Town of Roxbury v. Rodrigues, 277 A.D.2d 866 (N.Y. App. Div. 2000) (stating that the term “best efforts” “requires that plaintiffs pursue all reasonable methods for satisfying the necessary contingencies”).
person would use under the circumstances.” Notably, a similar standard to this was adopted by the drafters of the Restatement of Consumer Contracts for cases where sellers have substantial discretion in defining reciprocal contractual rights and obligations and translating them into discretionary performance.

Best efforts clauses often appear in relational contracts, such as distributorship and publishing agreements. Indeed, “relational contract theory has excelled in its treatment of . . . specific types of express or implied terms, like best-efforts provisions.” As Goetz and Scott explain, “the best efforts cases hinge on two factors, strategic adaptation to the conflict of interest between the parties and the problem of managerial incompetence.” Best efforts clauses, according to them, are premised on the genuine attempt to maximize the joint exchange-surplus, using an interest-balancing approach. And these clauses reflect a contractual model of cooperation, trust, and inability to foresee all future contingencies in a long-term relationship.

Holding social media platforms to their best efforts commitment is not only compatible with the relational nature of social media contracting, but it would also effectively support the call to subject platforms to a duty to fairly balance their self-interest against users’ competing interests. The

---


360. See supra note 218 and accompanying text.

361. See Goetz & Scott, supra note 235, at 1111 ("Some of the most common illustrations of such best efforts agreements are found in agency, licensing, franchising, and other distributorship arrangements," all of which are typical relational contracts).

362. Eisenberg, supra note 336, at 821.

363. Goetz & Scott, supra note 235, at 1111.

364. Id. at 1125-26 ("Best efforts . . . does not require the agent to consider the principal's interests either ahead of or instead of his own interests. Rather . . . such an interest-balancing approach requires that same level of effort as though the agent owned the entire contractual interest.").

365. Interestingly, Balkin reaches a similar conclusion and seeks to adopt such a standard with respect to platforms' exploitation of data. See infra notes 386-88 and accompanying text. While it is unclear whether fiduciary law can
latter duty exceeds the implied warranty of good faith but is less stringent than the fiduciary obligation. Platforms would accordingly be restricted from acting selfishly or opportunistically, grabbing the exchange-surplus and burdening users with the full cost of failures to enforce moderation policies. They would instead be required to affirmatively consider users’ interests and equitably balance those interests against their own and to provide their service diligently, as a “reasonable platform” would do under the circumstances.\footnote{66} Additionally, as described at the outset, many scholars favor subjecting platforms to various types of public law norms, such as due process and transparency requirements, international human rights, freedom of speech, and democratic participation.\footnote{67} The proposed contractual approach offers interesting potential in all these respects, laying out normative and doctrinal foundations for recognizing such implied, and certainly explicit, contractual guarantees of human rights protection and social responsibility.\footnote{68} The first significant upshot of this framework would thus be the potential subjugation of social media platforms to a contractual duty to institute procedures and design systems that ensure fair and diligent content moderation.\footnote{69} Platforms’ promises to provide the “best” content support this conclusion, applying the relational contract framework would lead to a similar obligation, which would also be extended to moderation policies.

Interestingly, enforcing the contractual obligation of platforms to moderate fairly and diligently will lead to the very same result advocated by Citron and Franks in their proposal to revise Section 230’s language so as to better reflect congressional intent and what platforms are in fact expected to perform—reasonable diligence and prevention of disproportionate harm. See Citron & Franks, supra note 164, at 71. As they explain, such a reasonableness standard will not be “impossibly vague or amorphous.” Rather, it will simply require courts to assess the industry norms, like they do in any other context. Id. at 72. Two important distinctions between the two approaches exist nonetheless: (1) the contractual approach does not require amending Section 230; and (2) a contractual best-efforts-based cause of action enjoys additional normative advantages as compared to a tort-based reasonableness standard in this regard, as explained above. See supra notes 174-77 and accompanying text.

\footnote{66}{See supra note 1.}

\footnote{67}{See supra Section IV.C.}

\footnote{68}{With respect to platforms’ procedural obligations, Rory Van Loo, for instance, advocates mandating platform dispute resolution procedures through}
moderation or to "strive" to enforce moderation policies "with uniform consistency" as accurately and "as quickly as possible" should not be treated as mere puffery. While platforms convey their intent to preserve discretion and acknowledge the inevitability of mistakes, they nonetheless remain committed to exercising this discretion with good faith and diligence and attempting to minimize the rate of error. To uphold these duties, platforms must set up appropriate moderation procedures and design systems apt to enforce their policies at the necessary scale and pace. It follows that platforms' failure to properly structure such moderation systems would constitute a breach of contract actionable in court.

Furthermore, as stated above, though human rights have become the touchstone for content moderation, all have failed to recognize an enforceable legal obligation to uphold such norms—absent robust legislative and regulatory intervention that is often practically unattainable.

legislative or regulatory action, drawing on Due Process jurisprudence and aiming to correct market failures. See Van Loo, Platform Procedure, supra note 1, at 861-65. Evelyn Douek, to take another example, advocated legislating transparency mandates, quality assurance requirements, and annual reporting duties, demanding platforms "demonstrate they have systems in place to enforce their public commitments with a baseline of consistency and accuracy." See Douek, supra note 1, at 595. The contractual approach to social media suggested here offers alternative normative grounds and legal tools for upholding such commitments. It introduces a means to impose procedural standards and (judicial) oversight on platforms through litigation, which often possess comparative advantages while potentially achieving similar results. See generally supra Section I.B.

370. See supra Section II.B.2.

371. See supra note 360 and accompanying text.


373. The present objective is confined to establishing a legal duty rather than detailing its specific implications. Hence, scrutinizing the potential for judicial imposition of specific procedural requirements is not essential at this stage. Instead, suffice it to note that though regulation often enjoys greater flexibility in the design and implementation of specific arrangements, constitutional and political barriers may burden their effectiveness, especially in the social media context. See supra note 333 and accompanying text.
The suggested contractual approach offers interesting potential in this respect as well. As demonstrated above, platforms’ explicit commitments to human rights, freedom of speech, and public safety are part and parcel of the contractual apparatus.\(^{374}\) To be sure, and as further explained below,\(^ {375}\) platforms must enjoy substantial deference in this context, and courts should generally avoid replacing platforms’ judgment with their own with respect to substantive content-related decision-making. Nonetheless, platforms’ obligation to enforce their policies with best efforts—i.e. fairly and diligently—stands. Free speech must be weighed, as promised, while fairly balanced against other considerations like public safety and democratic integrity,\(^ {376}\) as well as platforms’ self-interest in profit. This act of balancing is social media platforms’ \textit{voluntarily undertaken} legal duty, from which specific obligations may be derived. In this context, “fairness and diligence” may denote non-discriminatory algorithms, consistently enforced moderation policies, and genuine efforts to foster an unbiased public forum. Conversely, a willful attempt to influence elections or public opinion, arbitrary and inconsistent interpretations and takedowns of hate speech, or failure to diligently deplatform terrorists could each constitute an actionable breach of contract.

\textbf{B. Fair Data Utilization}

Imposing relational contract norms on platforms could also impact the way the data economy is currently administered. As stated, platforms offer their service in exchange for users’ personal data and users’ consent to be exposed to third-party advertising.\(^ {377}\) And being profit-driven corporations, a decision by platforms not to offer users an alternative payment structure, is presumably based on an estimate that extending such an offer will likely result in lower revenues.

Indeed, a business model constructed on data in lieu of monetary remuneration appears to offer at least two significant advantages for platforms. First, in addition to the benefit of not having to nudge users to rethink payment, this model means that users cannot evaluate the actual price they are paying for the service because no monetary price has been set. This is both because they cannot fully understand what data is collected

\footnotesize{
374. See supra Sections IV.B.5 and IV.C.
375. See infra Section V.C.1.
376. See supra notes 305-15 and accompanying text.
377. See supra Section II.B.3.
}
and how it is monetized and because users are unaware of network effects, which make the value of personal data hinge on the aggregate effect of data collection. Moreover, some (like the Lewis and Darnaa courts) may even fall for the illusion that the service is provided for free. Second, this model allows platforms to conduct price discrimination, charging a different value from each user based on the monetizability of their personal attributes, further increasing their share in the exchange surplus.

These advantages suggest that the data-in-lieu-of-monetary-remuneration model is utilized by platforms to grab uninformed users' surplus. That is, users may be paying more than they are willing to pay, and platforms are reaping a greater share of the joint exchange surplus than what users' would have agreed to. This may potentially lead to entirely inefficient bargains, where users engage in transactions in which the user loses more value than the platform gains. For example, a user may value the privacy interests attached to her data, together with the utility derived from devoting her time to alternative activities, in the amount of $10 while the platform's revenue from her activity, including her contribution to network effects, amounts to only $5. Moreover, personal data collected from individual users can be utilized to conduct algorithmic price discrimination in markets for other goods. Using personal information in this way may create additional harm to users, of which they are mostly unaware, further increasing the price they are in fact paying for the services social media platforms provide.

Under the relational contract structure, a pricing strategy aimed at grabbing uninformed users' surplus, let alone generating negative utility for

---

378. See also Balkin, The Fiduciary Model of Privacy, supra note 326, at 16 (“Because people cannot easily assess the value of what they are giving up or the risk of future harms, we cannot assume that their decisions are truly informed or are likely to maximize their welfare.” (internal citations omitted)).

379. See supra notes 205-08 and accompanying text.

380. See supra Section II.B.3.

381. See supra Section IV.B.2. See also Balkin, Second Gilded Age, supra note 119, at 1000 (asserting that “all of us are workers in data factories, whether we know it or not”); Van Loo, supra note 329, at 2064 (defining the “difference between what an informed and rational consumer would pay and what they actually pay” as “overcharge” and showing how data-driven business practices are often used by companies to extract unwarranted surplus and increase inequality).

382. Van Loo, supra note 329, at 2065 (stressing that companies often leverage big data and machine learning algorithms to overcharge consumers).
them, could be prohibited. As stated, relational contracts require parties to fairly share the benefits and burdens arising from the relationship. They are required to reasonably balance between competing interests and should never abuse power imbalances to extract unwarranted surplus at the expense of the other party. Furthermore, adopting a contracting *en masse* approach for particularly big platforms would expose their data monetization practices to an aggregate welfare analysis, thereby requiring platforms to avoid economically inefficient activities or activities generating public harm. Concrete implications may vary. Platforms could be restricted from utilizing personal data in a manner that unreasonably harms users, and may be required to provide users with alternative payment models—data-based or fee-based. Such an option could endow users with more autonomy to decide what price they are willing to pay and whether they want to surrender personal information. This could also possibly mitigate some of the price discrimination exercised by platforms, a questionable policy to start with under a “fairness” requirement. By preventing platforms from grabbing the exchange-surplus, the relational contract model might contribute to rebalancing the scales and facilitate more equitable distribution of revenues, a great share of which platforms currently hog, inter alia, by enjoying the barrier to competition in the field.

In many respects, imposing the suggested fairness duty on platforms’ data-related practices would produce a similar outcome to that Balkin and Zittrain aim to achieve in their information fiduciaries proposal, and for a similar rationale. As Balkin also acknowledges, due to the barter structure of social media contracting, “people do not expect the same degree of concern from online service providers” as they do from doctors or lawyers, for example.\[383\] Therefore, Balkin argues, platforms should be held to a “more limited” version of fiduciary duty of loyalty.\[384\] Under this duty, they would be allowed “to monetize some uses of personal data” but not to “use the data in unexpected ways to the disadvantage of people who use their services or in ways that violate some other important social norm.”\[385\] Platforms, according to Balkin, are therefore required to engage in interest balancing. However, whereas an appeal to a standard of “loyalty”—which is premised on a commitment to selflessness—generates significant


\[384\] *Id.* The assumption that such a version of “loyalty” is an artifact of fiduciary law is contestable and has arguably been the reason for the theory’s rejection in scholarship. However, this issue is beyond the scope of this Article.

\[385\] *Id.* at 1227.
difficulties, a fairness duty is more suitable for regulating this requirement.

Of course, this is only an initial analysis. Requiring platforms to change their business model based on the imposition of a “fairness” requirement will involve many tradeoffs which, in turn, will require careful deliberation. Flexible equitable remedies, examined in the context of collective litigation procedures, can support this type of cautious intervention.

C. The Contributions of Equity: Judicial Discretion and Remedial Approach

An important caveat must be attached to any attempt at mobilizing private law for reforming social media governance: the judiciary’s inherent institutional limitations, alongside the potential impact on speech interests of its meddling in the free operation of the social media market, are serious grounds for concern. This concern is further exacerbated in light of the need to employ open-textured fairness and diligence-based standards in reviewing contract-based causes of action, which would require that courts conduct a flexible and contextual analysis. As I explain below, however, private law has the necessary resources to address these concerns. Indeed, the fear of judicial over-encroachment, and the judiciary’s institutional limitations can be substantially mitigated by thoughtful application of various principles and doctrines associated with what can be called “equity-mode” adjudication—or, as put by Henry Smith, by “going meta.”

Equity is arguably a necessary mode of justice where the regulated activity is so complex and unpredictable that its governing arrangements

386. See Khan & Pozen, supra note 146, at 505-07. Furthermore, to briefly state, an imposition of loyalty requirements that regulate the fiduciary’s compensation alone (i.e., platforms’ uses of data), is, quite straightforwardly, an oxymoron. For-profit companies (platforms) can never be “loyal” to their customers (users) with respect to the remuneration they provide, in which such companies are inherently interested.

387. See, e.g., Hoboken & Keller, supra note 177, at 6 (arguing that “both platforms and free expression advocates” typically favor bright-line rules over “fuzzy standards” since the former “increase[] predictability and reduce[] the role of platform judgment”).


389. Aristotle, The Nicomachean Ethics 1137b (H. Rackham trans., Harvard Univ. Press rev. ed. 1934) (stressing that equity is used to correct the application of
cannot be fully reduced into predetermined universal rules of conduct.\textsuperscript{390}

And as human lives become reliant on ever more complex and interconnected technologies, relationships, and arrangements, which develop at an exponential rate, resorting to equity-style adjudication becomes unavoidable.\textsuperscript{391} In this sense, Smith explains, “[e]quity is part of law's response to the world's inevitable complexity.”\textsuperscript{392} According to Smith, equity operates as second-order law: a system that takes “regular” first-order law as its input and is capable of correcting errors “from without,” thereby allowing first-order law to remain more general and certain.\textsuperscript{393}

Thus, Smith stresses, equity “solve[s] complex and uncertain problems”—particularly those involving “polycentricity, conflicting rights, and opportunism”—“by going to a new level of law. Equity is law about law, or meta-law.”\textsuperscript{396}

In line with this conceptualization of equity, equity-based adjudication seems naturally suited to deciding disputes related, generally, to relational contracts, and, more specifically, it appears especially crucial in the

\begin{flushright}
the law where “the error is not in the law nor in the lawgiver, but in the nature of the case: the material of conduct is essentially irregular”).
\end{flushright}


\textsuperscript{391}. Indeed, equity is an inseparable part of modern jurisprudence and its tools are prevalent throughout the law. See Douglas Laycock, The Triumph of Equity, 56 L.

\textsuperscript{392}. See Smith, supra note 388, at 1057.

\textsuperscript{393}. \textit{Id.} at 1056.

\textsuperscript{394}. \textit{Id.} at 1054.

\textsuperscript{395}. \textit{Id.} at 1056.

\textsuperscript{396}. \textit{Id.} at 1054.

\textsuperscript{397}. This is because such disputes require contextual and flexible decision-making that applies morally laden standards. To an extent, equity and relational contract theory share similar rationales and purposes and therefore require similar doctrinal design. For example, (1) both result from the “impracticality” of articulating ex ante “definitive obligations,” either because of uncertainty about future conditions or because of the complexity of the arrangements, see \textit{supra} notes 235 and 389-90 and accompanying text; (2) both offer a second-order-like \textit{modus operandi} to correct the rigidity of existing legal doctrine, see Macaulay, Real and Paper Deal, \textit{supra} note 231, at 67, and Klimchuk, \textit{supra} note 390, at 35; (3) both condemn the opportunist, see \textit{supra} note 395 and
context of social media contracting, given the inherent nature of the problems it generates. Social media disputes are likely to “involve many items (people, objects, activities) and many interdependencies, leading to complexity,”—i.e., they are polycentric in nature. Moreover, they will tend to involve context-dependent conflicting presumptive rights, making it hard to determine, let alone foresee, which right will prevail in specific circumstances or to ex ante design sufficiently detailed universal rules. And importantly, social media contracting inevitably generates substantial risks for opportunism on the part of platforms, which enjoy nearly uninhibited control over users’ rights that is practically impossible to oversee.

accompanying text, the one who “stand[s] on his rights unduly,” see ARISTOTLE, supra note 389, at 1138a, using loopholes in the legal framework to grab unintended surplus, see supra notes 258-59 and accompanying text; and (4) both seek to legally enforce moral standards, such as fairness, reciprocity, and solidarity by creating duties for ensuring just distribution of costs and benefits between the parties, see supra notes 258-59 and accompanying text.

398. Smith, supra note 388, at 1071.

399. See, e.g., Jack M. Balkin, Digital Speech and Democratic Culture: A Theory of Freedom of Expression for the Information Society, 79 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1, 6, 48 (2004) (cautioning about the “[i]nstitutional limitations of courts” which will prevent them from properly addressing the more important systemic issues in the digital environment; and calling on “legislatures, administrative agencies, and technologists,” who are more apt to address polycentric issues, to fill this role); see also Douek, supra note 1, at 539, 568-69 (arguing that the traditional “individualistic ex post approach to error correction” is inappropriate for adjudicating content moderation given the polycentric nature of the problem and the many “tradeoffs” it includes).

400. Such conflicting rights may be of different types (e.g., free speech, privacy, IP, reputation, and contractual rights) and belong to multiple right-holders (users uploading content, platforms, and users on the receiving side). The adjudicatory approach must adjust itself to this complex reality, inter alia, through self-restraint, contextual investigation, and cautious tailoring of remedies—precisely equity’s specialty.

401. Though “opportunism” is generally hard to define, Smith suggests a functional definition that allows identifying where equity is needed the most: “opportunism” is “undesirable behavior that cannot be cost-effectively defined, detected, and deterred by explicit ex-ante rulemaking.” Smith, supra note 388, at 1079-80. Under this conception, social media platformsundeniably possess incredibly ripe opportunities for opportunism, as they enjoy: substantial power to design the contractual apparatus in a self-serving
Despite its bad reputation, equity does not bestow on courts a free pass to exercise unbounded ex-post discretion. Rather, as Smith argues, equity, correctly construed, operates through the use of cabined, or tailored, ex-post standards, often accompanied by ex-ante prophylactic rules, and seeks to avoid “broad blunderbuss invocations of ex post fairness and morality.” By using various “safety valves,” including triggers (such as “deception, bad faith, vulnerability, and hardship”), maxims, presumptions, and self-imposed restraint, by granting various defenses, and by limiting itself to certain remedies, equity avoids a “broad ex post approach,” which would be “not just chilling but destabilizing and inimical to the rule of law.”

To be effective, courts’ adjudicatory approach to social media contracting disputes must accommodate cabined contextuality and flexibility, alongside a possibility for deliberation of the systemic impact of concrete choices made by platforms. An instrument capable of achieving these goals is the class action, itself an outgrowth of equitable jurisdiction. But aggregated litigation is not always suitable, nor does it offer sufficient safeguards against judicial over-encroachment on platforms’ decision-making. To prevent arbitrary or paternalistic judicial intervention manner and abuse asymmetric power, see, e.g., supra notes 105-118 and accompanying text; substantial discretion to enforce necessarily ambiguous rules, see discussion adjacent to supra notes 218-21; and nearly complete inability to monitor their adherence to contractual undertakings, see, e.g., supra notes 74-75 and accompanying text; see also supra Section IV.B. This is precisely where the tools of equity become necessary.

402. Famously captured in the infamous “chancellor’s foot” metaphor.
403. Smith, supra note 388, at 1080.
404. Id.
405. Id. at 1142.
406. Id. at 1080.
407. See Douek, supra note 1, at 563 (stressing that aggregated litigation “will be more effective as a form of oversight of dynamic systems performing mass adjudication”); id. at 602 (arguing class actions “will be more likely to identify institutional reform measures that could address system-wide failures or highlight trends and patterns”).
and to allow social media to develop organically in ways that honor conflicting interests and expectations, additional cabining of judicial discretion is necessary. Among the various equitable tools suitable for this purpose, two promising possibilities are briefly discussed below.


Concerns about judicial over-encroachment on managerial discretion in activities requiring complex decision-making have long arisen in equity adjudication. This was particularly acute in corporate law, where general reluctance to allow courts to replace directors’ good faith judgment with their own, and thereby hinder the free operation of the business sector, gave rise to the business judgment rule. I will contend below that establishing an analogous “platform judgment rule” could incentivize platforms to adopt due process norms in their content moderation and improve their

409. Arguably, expectations do not diverge only between platforms and users. Users themselves have notably different expectations, both as individuals and within various groups or communities. Some of these expectations can be unfounded or unreasonable and therefore will not warrant legal protection. See, e.g., Sarah Myers West, Censored, Suspended, Shadowbanned: User Interpretations of Content Moderation on Social Media Platforms, 20 NEW MEDIA & SocY 4366, 4380 (2018) (showing prevalent misperceptions among users regarding the methods and processes of content moderation); Aileen Nielsen, The Rights and Wrongs of Folk Beliefs about Speech: Implications for Content Moderation, 27 UCLA J.L. & Tech. 118 (2022) (demonstrating misapprehensions amongst laypeople regarding the state of First Amendment law from which stem unreasonable expectations regarding content moderation). Reasonably derived expectations may also legitimately diverge. For example, platforms’ architecture may occasionally generate an expectation for disparate treatment based on usage, membership, group affiliation (e.g., age-based distinctions), etc. The suggested approach can address the challenges created by diversified expectations in several ways. First, the suggested approach first and foremost seeks to expose a common denominator, which pertains to expectations legitimately derived from platforms’ explicit commitments, representations, and conduct, and from the inherent nature of the relationship itself. For example, the expectation of good-faith performance of platforms’ contractual obligations is widely shared among all users. Second, like in all other contexts, collective litigation can bring together multiple stakeholders sharing similar traits and interests, thereby allowing easier adjudication of group claims. And third, as will further be shown below, cabined contextualization is indeed welcomed, allowing courts to weigh in on specific circumstances where such scrutiny is justified.
moderation systems. Platforms will thus be able to insulate themselves from judicial scrutiny and retain leeway in conducting their affairs while overall accountability will dramatically improve.\footnote{410} The business judgment rule is a “presumption that in making a business decision the directors of a corporation acted on an informed basis, in good faith and in the honest belief that the action taken was in the best interests of the company.”\footnote{411} Under this presumption, liability is rarely imposed “simply for bad judgment.”\footnote{412} As long as the presumption’s elements are not rebutted by the plaintiff, only a grossly negligent decision\footnote{413} lacking “any rationally conceivable basis” could give rise to liability.\footnote{414} However, where the plaintiff demonstrates, for example, that a contested decision was tainted by conflict of interest, resulted from substantial failure to exercise oversight,\footnote{415} or made on an uninformed basis,\footnote{416} courts will review the merits of the decision itself and pass muster on its “fairness.”\footnote{417}

\footnote{410. To briefly mention, the core jurisdiction of the business judgment rule pertains to the review of actively taken business decisions. Directors’ failure to oversee corporate activity (i.e., nonfeasance), or Caremark duties, see In re Caremark Int'l Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959 (Del. Ch. 1996), is addressed using a related standard. For an analysis of Caremark duties, see, for example, Roy Shapira, A New Caremark Era: Causes and Consequences, 98 WASH. U. L. REV. 1857, 1862 (2021). As Shapira describes, Caremark announced an affirmative duty of oversight to be imposed on corporate directors, requiring them to “install a system that monitors compliance issues and reports them back.” Id. Caremark duties, therefore, can be said to adjust the business judgment rule’s non-intervention default to address cases where directors’ inaction justifies judicial scrutiny. Though potentially relevant to social media governance, this issue is beyond the scope of this work.}

\footnote{411. Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 812 (Del. 1983).}

\footnote{412. Joy v. North, 692 F.2d 880, 885 (2d Cir. 1982).}

\footnote{413. See Aronson, 473 A.2d at 812.}

\footnote{414. In re Orchard Enters., Inc., 88 A.3d 1, 34 (Conn. App. 2014).}

\footnote{415. Joy, 692 F.2d at 887 (citations omitted).}

\footnote{416. Smith v. Van Gorkom, 488 A.2d 858, 872 (Del. 1985) (citations omitted).}

\footnote{417. Goldstein v. Denner, No. CV 2020-1061-JTL, 2022 WL 1671006 (Del. Ch. May 26, 2022), at *80. This standard may be based on the strict “entire fairness” standard, examining “that the transaction was the product of both fair dealing and fair price,” or on an “intermediary” standard, requiring directors to show that their motivations were proper and that their actions were “reasonable in relation to their legitimate objective.” Id. (citations omitted).}
The rationales underlying the business judgment rule can strongly inform an analogous platform judgment rule. In the corporate context, substantial insulation from liability is strongly justified by the voluntariness of risk assumption by shareholders, the need to allow such risks for the business environment to flourish, and the imperfection of "after-the-fact litigation" for evaluating corporate business decisions, often made quickly and under conditions of uncertainty. 418 Similar rationales can ground a platform judgment rule. First, users, like shareholders, voluntarily agree to assume the risk of inaccurate and imperfect moderation, namely, encountering undesirable content, 419 and this risk is imperative for the maintenance of a vibrant speech environment. Accordingly, and similar to the business judgment rule, insulation from scrutiny is necessary for the users themselves to be able to benefit from the interaction. Second, conducting a post-hoc evaluation of the reasonableness of specific content-related decisions is often very difficult because of the rate, scale, and uncertainty in which such decisions are made. 420

From a more general perspective, the business judgment rule can be said to be "designed to effect a compromise—on a case-by-case basis—between two competing values: authority and accountability." 421 These values "refer, respectively, to the need to preserve the board of directors' decision-making discretion and the need to hold the board accountable for its decisions." 422 The way in which the business judgment rule is currently applied to resolve the tension between authority and accountability is replete with doctrinal and theoretical nuances but this is beyond the scope of the discussion in this Article. What is noteworthy, however, is that an analogous platform judgment rule appears highly appropriate for inclusion

418. See Joy, 692 F.2d at 885-86.
419. See supra Section II.B.2.
420. Contra Julian Velasco, Fiduciary Judgment Rules, 62 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1397 (2021) (arguing that applying the business judgment rule in other contexts requires that pervasive fiduciary duties could be enforced and that under-enforcement is a policy choice made for the benefit of the beneficiary qua beneficiary). As stated, however, the rationales supporting an analogous platform judgment rule, including its desirability from the perspective of users, alongside the partnership-like cooperation between users and platforms, provide, I believe, sufficient answers to Velasco’s critique.
422. Id.
in any future scheme of social media governance where adjudication takes a central role.

Clearly, such a rule would gradually evolve and be fine-tuned by courts to develop its own unique attributes. But from the outset, ensuring platforms’ insulation from judicial scrutiny—conditional on making informed decisions that are untainted by conflicting interests and rest on professional rationales—would powerfully incentivize them to guarantee users’ due process rights and incorporate safeguards in their systemic structure to counter error-making and mechanism biases. For instance, a platform judgment rule could incentivize the inclusion of independent bodies in platforms’ complaint review processes, similar to the Facebook Oversight Board, for example. Charged with overseeing Facebook’s moderation decisions, the FOB consists of a diverse and reputable board of members who enjoy substantial leeway in reviewing Facebook’s decision-making. A platform judgment rule would subject the FOB’s decisions only to standards of good faith and independence in using its discretion for Meta to be entirely insulated from substantive judicial review. Such a rule would strongly incentivize Meta—and, in its wake, other platforms—to further guarantee the FOB’s independence, as well as bolster the esteem of its members, and expand the scope of its authority.

2. Equitable Remedies versus Damages

Though damages are allegedly the “most prevalent remedy at law,” they should be the exception and not the rule in social media cases. Equitable remedies, in contrast, would allow courts to provide a far more nuanced and dynamic remedial response to breaches of duties by platforms, facilitating just results in concrete cases while also addressing systemic

423. Comparably, under the business judgment rule, insulation from liability has been granted to “Special Litigation Committees,” established by the board of directors, when deciding to withdraw from a derivative action filed by a shareholder. However, this deferential review is applied only if the committee consists of independent and disinterested board members. See, e.g., Zapata Corp. v. Maldonado, 430 A.2d 779 (Del. 1981); Auerbach v. Bennett, 47 N.Y.2d 619 (1979).

424. See supra notes 300-03 and accompanying text.

425. Id.

426. See Van Loo, supra note 1, at 868-73 (stressing the importance of having independent appeals boards review for platforms).

concerns. Moreover, as opposed to damages, equitable remedies would not generate negative incentives that could lead to over-removal of content or make the platform’s continued operation unviable.

Equity has developed an assortment of unique remedies, geared mainly toward reversing unjust gains and preventing wrongs from materializing or persisting, rather than toward providing compensatory damages or punishing so-called immoral behavior. The various trajectories of the different equitable remedies (such as the constructive trust, injunctive relief, disgorgement, specific performance, and equitable rescission) make them not only generally more suitable for relational contracts, but also particularly crucial for redressing social media harms. One fundamentally relevant attribute of equitable remedies is their ability to address ongoing systemic concerns. For example, courts can grant injunctions that can later be altered to respond “to events that were unseen when the remedy was first granted,” while the power to hold parties in contempt gives courts the ability to ensure long-term compliance.

Perhaps most interestingly, courts may also appoint “what could be called ‘equitable helpers,’” that is, “officers of the court who take discovery, dispose of property, or investigate compliance.” This tool assists in mitigating courts’ deficiencies in expertise and expediency, and it helps judges design better instructions for platforms, which have systemic implications. At the same time, equitable defenses such as undue hardship, unclean hands, or laches, alongside equity’s self-imposed constraints, can


429. The first goal of the remedial framework in relational contracts should often be the preservation of the relationship, rather than compensating for losses or punishing the breaching party in a manner that irreparably destroys trust and solidarity. See, e.g., Macaulay, Real and Paper Deal, supra note 234, at 84-88 (surveying cases where courts indeed preferred such an approach).

430. Bray, Equitable Remedies, supra note 431, at 565.

431. See id. at 565-67.

432. Id. at 567. For example, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 53(a) allows courts to appoint masters to “hold trial proceedings and make or recommend findings of fact,” under “some exceptional condition,” or if they require “difficult computation of damages,” or to “address pretrial and posttrial matters that cannot be effectively and timely addressed” by the court. FED. R. CIV. P. 53(a).
guarantee that equity’s powerful remedies will be exercised with restraint.\(^{433}\)

Compounding the averseness to award damages in the social media context is their inherently inimical effect on free speech. Social media contracting facilitates and promotes powerful speech interests, and this can be directly impaired should monetary damages become routine and, particularly, if courts award presumptive or punitive damages.\(^{434}\) The availability of such damages as a remedy for users would expose platforms to massive liability and materially deprive them of the necessary breathing space for conducting good faith contextual balancing in content moderation. Not only would this undermine the purpose of Section 230,\(^{435}\) but it would also unreasonably expand platforms’ contractual obligation. As explained, social media contracting is premised on a best efforts commitment on the part of the platform, implying users’ expectation that mistakes may occur\(^{436}\) and their assumption of a risk of resulting damages. Nonetheless, given the ongoing nature of the relationship, errors should be corrected (at least where correction does not create disproportionate hardship) to allow the contract’s continuation.

One exception to a “no-damages” rule should be made, however, to accommodate cases where gross negligence or bad-faith behavior is demonstrated. Platforms must be deterred from turning a blind eye to calamities in the making and, more generally, from blatantly disregarding their contractual commitments. In such extreme cases, compensatory and even punitive damages would be morally justified\(^{437}\) and should remain

---


434. See, e.g., Gertz v. Welch, 418 U.S. 323, 348-50 (1974) (stating that the “largely uncontrolled discretion of juries” to award damages for defamatory statements absent concrete loss, would unnecessarily “inhibit the vigorous exercise of First Amendment freedoms,” and would “invite[] juries to punish unpopular opinion rather than to compensate individuals for injury sustained by the publication of a false fact”).

435. See supra Section III.A.

436. See supra Section II.B.2.

available to plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{438} Importantly, moreover, since the difficulty to
detect a breach would necessarily result in underenforcement, platforms
would be under-incentivized to uphold their duties in the absence of
damages in such cases. Punitive damages can be used to mitigate this
deterrence gap.\textsuperscript{439}

**Conclusion**

This Article has aimed to fill a substantial and substantive gap in the
academic, political, and legal discourse by suggesting a contractual
approach to social media governance. As described, most of the current
scholarship in the field looks exclusively to public law for answers and seeks
to develop regulatory tools to address current challenges. The ensuing
result, however, is far from satisfying, as privately owned social media
platforms continue to determine “matters of such public significance
without any form of accountability, transparency, or meaningful public
input.”\textsuperscript{440} By providing both doctrinal and normative frameworks for
subjecting platforms to judicial scrutiny, this Article challenges the legal
status quo and offers a promising way forward.

Both relational contract theory and contract law doctrine offer practical
and theoretical resources to contend with many of the harms caused by
social media, without running the risk of throwing the baby out with the
bathwater. The contractual approach proposed here would not be
vulnerable to platforms’ immunity claims or constitutional constraints and
would facilitate the contextual and nuanced deliberation necessary for
examining the difficult tradeoffs social media governance requires. In
addition, the proposed approach can duly account for horizontally
developing expectations between the private parties who jointly create
social media. And thus, rather than attempting to impose extrinsic norms
through regulatory encroachment on speech-enhancing, privately owned
services—with all the constitutional and political obstacles such an
approach entails—a contractual approach offers innovative legal solutions.

\textsuperscript{438} This was the case in *Gertz*. See *Gertz*, 418 U.S. at 348 (allowing presumptive or
punitive damages where “liability is not based on a showing of knowledge of
falsity or reckless disregard for the truth”).

\textsuperscript{439} See, e.g., A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, *Punitive Damages: An Economic
Analysis*, 111 Harv. L. Rev. 869 (1998); Samuel L. Bray, *Punitive Damages
Against Trustees?*, in *Research Handbook on Fiduciary Law* 201 (D. Gordon
Smith & Andrew S. Gold eds. 2018).

\textsuperscript{440} Douek, supra note 1, at 606.
It would be attentive to platforms’ need for leeway in designing speech norms which they deem fit and would be able to dynamically address changing expectations and adjusting norms. And importantly, the suggested approach would bring courts back into the social media governance arena and harness their institutional advantages, including their apolitical nature and the iterative and contextual process of common law adjudication.